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Virus victims to receive repayment
by Nancy Boslwick
staff reporter

The University has offered to
help last month s victims of the
"Norwalk virus" by processing
claims for reimbursement
through the state attorney general's office.
"The only mechanism available to the University is to file a
claim with the Attorney General's Office," said Phil Mason,
executive assistant to Unviersity President Paul Olscamp. He

added it is illegal for a state
university to reimburse individuals for hospital bills.
Students, faculty and staff
members who incurred medical
charges for the illness were notified of the University's efforts in
a letter mailed yesterday.
Beginning Sept. 16. about 100
people suffered flu-like symptoms and required outpatient
treatment at Wood County HosSiital with many being admitted
or treatment of gastroenteritis

(inflammation of the stomach
and intestine).
FOLLOWING investigations
by the Student Health Service,
the Ohio Department of Health
and the Wood County Health
Department, the original belief
that the illnesses were linked to
food poisoning was eliminated.
A virus, identified as the "Norwalk virus." which can be transmitted by food, air or water and
cannot be killed by refrigeration
or heating, was identified as the
cause.

"We are fairly sure of the
cause of the illnesses, but we are
not sure of the way it was introduced to the community," Mason said.
During the next few days,
individuals suffering from the
virus who required medical
treatment will be receiving their
bills from Wood County Hospital, he said. They will also receive a request for information
which will aid in processing
claims through each individual's insurance company.

Amounts not covered by the
insurance company, such as deductibles, should be covered by
the attorney general, according
to Mason.
After the hospital receives the
insurance information, Wood
County Hospital will then notify
the University of fees not covered by insurance.
AFFECTED INDIVIDUALS
will then be contacted by University Administration to sign
the attorney general's claim

24 businesses
may be started

by Don Lee
staff reporter

Yesterday was the official kick-off of a program that could result
in 24 new businesses being set-up in Northwest Ohio.
The two-year entrepreneurial training program that will be based
i to provide up to 24 individuals with the
at the University is d
will need to establish successful busiexpertise and support
nesses, according to Mil ael Pearson, marketing professor and
director of the program.
[ty received
a $109,000 grant for the entrepreneur
The University
re
program from the federal Job Training Partnership Act, which is
administered by the Ohio Bureau of Employment Services (OBES).
Other University professors that helped design the program and will
help train the prospective entrepreneurs are George Howick.
director of the University's management center; and Ronald
Hunady and Harold Lunde, management professors.

The city-University forum to
discuss problems between University students and Bowling
Green City Police has been rescheduled for tonight at 7 p.m. in
Gish Film Theater.
The meeting, originally scheduled for last night, had to be
rescheduled because of a City
Council meeting last night, said
Greg Arpajian, University Activities Organization News and
Views/lectures coordinator.
The purpose of the forum,
according to Undergraduate
Student Government President
Mike McGreevey, is to "get the
dialogue flowing among University students, city and University officials, and city police.

FOR THE NEXT month, the four business professors will be
accepting applications from dislocated workers in the 19 counties in
Northwest Ohio.
Dislocated workers include those who have lost their jobs and
have no real opportunity of being hired in the same position again,
Howick said.
Applicants who have an idea for a business can apply for a position
See Jobs, page 7.

McGreevey said a student
panel, which had not been selected as of yesterday afternoon,
would start the forum by ask
the officials on the panel ab
city ordinances.

New power plant,
contract accepted
Bowling Green City Council
announced Friday it is purchasing electricity for 25 years from
Calderon Energy Co., and with
that agreement! a new power
plant is to be built.
The contract, which was
worked out in the special Council meeting called by Mayor
Bruce Beflard, should begin
June 1.1990. That is the date in
which local inventor Albert Calderon plans to have a new innovative power plant line here.
After reviewing Calderon's attorney Robert Spitler's presentation on the design,
manufacture and construction
of the new plant, Council voted 60 to accept the contract
The plant's were made by
Babcock & Wilcox, owned by
McDermott Inc., of New Or-

"EACH CAN give his own
viewpoint," McGreevey said.
City and University officials
who are to take part in the forum
expressed cautious optimism
about whether the forum could
help relations between the city
police and University students.
"I certainly don't think it can
hurt," said William Bess, University Public Safety director.
"It's important to have communication in both directions in
these kinds of things, so that
everybody knows
ITS what to expert."

leans. It is the same firm which
designed and created the nuclear reactor at the Davis-Besse
Nuclear Power Station in Port
Clinton, Ohio.
CALDERON IS seeking private backing to construct the
plant, estimated to cost as much
as $80 million. The energy comacking
pany is seeking subsidy bac
from Synfuels Corp., a quasifederal agency.
The primary site for the plant
is next to the city's waste-water
treatment plant east of 1-75 and
north of Wooster Street on Dunbridge Road. That land is currently owned by the University
but the energy agreement includes an option for the city to
buy the plant after five years of
operation.
If the site is not satisfactory
for the plant. Calderon owns an
alternative site east of 1-75.

Pouring drinks

BG News/Joe Phelan

At the Night Out party sponsored by Never Again, Rachelle Kristoff, sophomore elementary education
major, adds grenadine to the Last Minute Delight punch. Several hundred people enjoyed the free nonalcoholic drinks, food and music on Friday night in Northeast Commons.

Kucinich still confident

Ohio-wide walk finished
by Brian R. Ball
copy editor

Dennis Kucinich Cleveland
city councilman, finished his
month-long walk across Ohio
yesterday as be continued his
challenge to Gov. Richard Celeste for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination.
low taxes, honesty
and integrity in government, the
former Cleveland mayor said in
an interview Thursday that he
found people ready for a change
from the Celeste administration
and that be remains confident of
his chances to receive the nomination.
"I think I'm going to be the
Democratic nominee, and I have
a good chance at being the next
governor." he said. He added
mat be thinks Celeste had lost
respect for the basic values of
people in Ohio.

"... It's a great state, a great state with
great potential that needs help."
— Dennis Kucinich, Cleveland councilman
"I'VE MET thousands of people along the way. It's a great
state, a great state with great
potential that needs help, he
said.
Kucinich said the walk, which
ended near bis home in Cleveland, is "Just the beginning,''
adding that he is better prepared to help govern the state
after this part of his campaign.
Having ''walked every step of
the way* of the 55oinile journey, Kucinich said he has had a
good response from people
about his campaign. "The people are enthusiastic about the
walk. They like the idea that a
candidate for the governor nomination makes that kind of ef-

But it may take a while until
checks are in the mail.
"The attorney general's office
has agreed to process this claim
immediately. The major variable will be the amount of time
tile insurance company will
take," he said.

BG police,
students
to meet

by Jim Nleman
staff reporter

by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

forms and waivers to hasten
reimbursement. The attorney
general has also agreed to waive
a $15 fee normally required of
claims to their office, Mason
said.

fort," he said.
Although he said be doesn't
have the open support of the
county party chairmen he has
talked with, Kucinich claims
many of them have said they
will vote for him instead of Celeste.
"It's fair to say most Democratic (county) chairmen are
apprehensive about the governor's chances in the (general)
election," he said, adding that
many realize Celeste has "no
chance" at winning the general
election next November.
"Democrats are looking for a
choice. My campaign will offer
that choice," he said.
KUCINICH SAID Celeste has

created a "split-level Democratic party" in Ohio with an ingroup close to bis administration and the rest outside the
party.
His campaign for governor
will be brought to northwest
Ohio, including the University,
some time in November, he said.
Raising funds will become the
focus of the campaign soon, he
said, and he is expecting a
from entertainers Helen
and Shirley MacLaine. AI
concert by Reddy in 1979 raised
$125 000 for his unsuccessful reelection bid for mayor.
Kucinich began his walk in
Cincinnati on Sept 3 and has
traveled through Lebanon, Middletown, Dayton, Springfield,
Columbus, Newark, Zanesville,
Cambridge, Steubenville, East
I iverpooT, Lisbon, Canfield and
Youngstown during the past
month.

Galen Ash,
police chief,
said he had "no i, ^.a" how helpful the forum would be, adding
that it "depends on how it's
handled."
Mayor Bruce Bellard said the
forum "could help, could be
very beneficial ... (to) make
sure kids understand what problems we have."
University President Paul
Olscamp, who will also be on the
panel, could not be reached for
comment. Betty Moon, secretary in the president's office,
confirmed that he would attend

Ship
hijacked
28 Americans reported on board
PORT SAID, Egypt (AP) Palestinian hijackers took over
an Italian cruise liner with more
than 400 people aboard yesterday, demanded the release of 50
prisoners from Israel and
threatened to blow up the ship if
attacked, port officials reported.
State-run Italian television
said 28 Americans were aboard
the Achille Lauro, which was
commandeered about 30 miles
out of Port Said.
Italian news agencies said Defense Minister Giovanni Spadolini placed the nation's armed
forces on alert.
Port Said officials said the
ship had been bound from the
Egyptian coastal dry of Alexandria to Port Said, entrance to the
Sues Canal, and headed out into
the Mediterranean Sea after the
hijacking, its destination unknown.
It was not known how the

hijackers took control of the
ship.
Egyptian authorities in Port
Said confirmed that a group of
Palestinians had hijacked the
ship, saying the group, led by a
man named Omar, was threatening to blow up the ship if it
were attacked.
ANSA AND other Italian news
agencies quoted the Foreign
Ministry as saying the "commandos were armed and had a
large amount of explosives
which with they were threatening to blow up the ship.
The hijackers took control of
i^8^'01?* " mika from
Port Said, where the ship was
dueto arrive at 8 p.m. (I pjn.
The Foreign Ministry said
there were 454 people aboard the
ship part of the Flotta Achille
line based in Naples.

Editorial
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Mindless proposal
Everyone deserves a say in what will be done
with his or her body after death, and everyone
includes Death Row prisoners. That's what makes
a decision by the Florida state medical examiner,
which has sparked a recent probe, so disturbing.
The medical examiner, William Hamilton, decided to provide the brains of executed prisoners to
a University of Florida researcher studying the
criminal mind. Permission for the research was
not obtained from the prisoners or their families.
The Medical Examiner's Commission and the
state police in Florida began an investigation into
the matter Saturday. They will report to State
Attorney Eugene Whitworth, who has said, "I'm
totally unfamiliar with any legal authority that
would allow this to be done.'
In fact, Whitworth said, state law in Florida
requires authorization from the individual or his
family for any organ donation.
The medical examiner explained that the researcher was trying to determine whether a
relationship existed between head trauma suffered
during childhood and "aberrations of behavior,
particularly aggressive behavior."
Hamilton went on to say that his decision was
based on a state law that he said permits organ
research "related to the cause of death" without
permission.
This is a hokey, far-fetched reason to donate
brains, when you consider that the only real reason
prisoners die on Death Row is state laws that
permit the death penalty. In other words, the cause
of death is electrocution - not head trauma suffered during childhood.
Many state laws are such that Death Row prisoners have lost their right to life; however, death
penalty laws should never extend beyond their
purpose, which is ridding society of certain criminals.
The research may yield interesting results, but
permission is essential. Using executed prisoners'
brains for research without their approval oversteps all bounds of human decency.

Should we divest?
by Gayle Blickle

possibility of an economic back-

"As students, we have obligations to contribute to the betterment of the human race, and not
only concern ourselves with our
own campus, but with society as
a whole.

"Complete divestment could
destroy the economic system
and force South Africa into Soviet Influence." said Cole Griffin, USG and OSA
representative.
To have a democracy, Griffin
said, the South African people
must be interested in self-government, and the country must
be industrially-based.
However, McCoy believes that
it's "time we stop looking at it as
an economic issue instead of a
moral issue."
Before OSA meets and makes
a statement which may, through
later political lobbying, affect
the lives of Ohio students and the
people of South Africa, we can
only hope that they carefully
think over all possible outcomes
of their actions.
The possible outcomes are numerous. Divestment could stop
apartheid, or it could escalate
the situation. Divestment could
ensure democracy, or it could
make way for communism. In
any case, divestment will almost certainly effect the economy of all state universities
which have ties to South Africa.
That's why students should
concern themselves with not
only their own campus, but with
society as a whole.
No matter what decision is
made at OSA, or what decision is
made in the mind of each Ohio
student, we can at least comfort
ourselves with the knowledge
that we did not allow this terrible apartheid situation to go
unnoticed.
Students who are concerned
with the outcome of this issue
should attend the OSA conference being held here in November or let their USG
representative know how they
feel.

This statement, taken from a
proposition paper presented to
the Ohio Student Association
last weekend, reflects the attitude of student governments
■ throughout Ohio as they warm
up the debate on whether or not
universities should divest themselves of economic ties to South
Africa.
If OSA decides to adopt this
resolution to divest at its meeting here Nov. 16 and 17, the
association will lobby its cause
at the state and campus levels.
But the question remains: Will
divestment in South Africa stop
apartheid, or will it cause more
distress to the already troubled
nation?
As students at this University,
we must also ask ourselves what
University divestment will
mean to the University economically. Undergraduate Student
Government must keep all these
factors in mind as they represent us at the OSA meeting.
"I'm against apartheid and
for divestment, but as a member
of USG, I must represent the
view of the students at OSA,"
(aid John Palmer, USG representative.
Kelly McCoy, OSA executive
secretary for financial affairs,
feels similarly about divestment.
"It's time students of Bowling
Green took a stand on the issue
of South Africa and apartheid,
and support divestment of University monies," she said.
The OSA proposition states
that through a divestiture, business can contribute to a positive
social change. However, the
proposition does overlook the

Blickle is public relations coordinator for Undergraduate Student Government.
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(I.S.-Soviet relations changing
New leader Gorbachev creates hope for arms reduction
by Tim Russo
For the past forty years, the
Soviet Union has been a nation
of cold isolation. The necessary
evil of negotiation between the
United States and the Soviet
Union has been regarded by the
Kremlin as Just that; a necessary evil. In a seemingly endless stream of predictability, the
U.S. has played the role of suggested the proposer of nuclear
arms reduction, and the
U.S.S.R. has acted as refuser;
the ignorer and disposer of such.
One could easily predict the
Kiodic phases of U.S. - Soviet
lations:
1. U.S. proposes arms reduction. 2. U.S.S.R. refuses proposal, preaching that obvious
propaganda was behind it. 3.
U.S. criticizes U.S.S.R., waits a
while, then restarts the cycle.
Then, as if divine intervention orchestrated the scenario, a
new Soviet leader arrives. He is
a young leader, vibrant with
hopes and plans. The traditionally old, solemn, staunch power
base is replaced with brutal
efficiency. Mikhail Gorbachev
has made the fact clear that he
will lead his country the way he
sees fit. This is not new to the
position of General Secretary,
but what Gorbachev sees fit is
new. The replacement of the
hard-line, no-budge Andrei Gromyko with Eduard Shevardnadze, a younger, charming,
and cooperative diplomat, reveals a move toward new thinking and directions.
The indication is that the
entire Soviet perspective on
arms control has changed. Since
Gorbachev came to power, the
Kremlin has challenged the U.S.
with two very lucrative proposals. One was a freeze of weapons manufacturing, which the
white house dismissed as propaganda, and the other still awaits
further detailing. This second
offer basically entails substan

ous attempt to save the Russian
economy, has ventured into
working environments, seen the
troubles first-hand, and assumes the image of a baby-kissing politician. One is reminded
of Franklin Roosevelt riding in a
convertible, shaking hands with
New Deal workers. Gorbachev
has even brought in temporary
capitalistic measures. Again,
one recalls the power of government increasing as F.D.K. used
a measure of socialism at a time
of need.
This leaner form of politics is
new to the Soviet leadership. It
is a refreshing change from the
dictatorial reigns before Gorbachev.
Shevardnadze is another indication of the changing power

base. Gromyko and George
Shultz regularly argued; Gromyko, with his unbroken perseverance, his holier-than-thou
attitude, and Shultz, with his
frustration and disgust. Now, a
new man arrives; a smiling,
hand-shaking, get-down-to-business man. Shevardnadze expresses hope and determination,
but with a lower decibel level
and a higher level of discussion.
Relations are indeed changing
between the U.S. and Soviet
Union. It is up to the Reagan
administration to respond. It's
been a long time coming, and
the opportunity must not be

an oaf and a coxcomb whose
only original insights were rife
with inadequacies and contradictions ..." Then again, perhaps if we had been able to
follow Christ Himself around
with a minicam, we'd have been
able to uncover a human failing
or two.
But I doubt it, and I guess it's
small of me to call Bill Melden's
divinity into question. I'm sure
he's investigated the world of
science just as thoroughly as
Darwin looked into Christianity,
and I'm just falling in with oats
and coxcombs who'd rather listen to an attempt at rational
thought than Bill Melden's ravings.
Jeff Bond
4K% S. Grove St

plans of adding two multi-million dollar faculties to the University.

vehicles. These are just a few of
the real problems confronting

Not that the requests (for biotechnology and computer
buildings) to the Board of Regents aren't warranted of
course, but one wonders how
University officials plan to upkeep and maintain two more
buildings when they cant handle the amount we have now.
Students and faculty are enraged when they complain about
various problems addressing
our campus now, so what happens when we stretch the toofew
dollars out there with more responsibilities?

I'm of the opinion that most
people around this University
are either too lazy or too pigheaded in determining now
things are run. Wake up and
smell the coffee! Recognize the
need for an increase in appropriations with regard to University maintenance and
operations.

Step-up maintenance

Additions and improvements
are needed with security personnel, already existing buildings,
ground upkeep, trash and disposal problems, and University

tial reductions in weaponry with
the provision that the U.S. limit
or even abandon its strati
defense initiative

ttm

Suddenly .the roles have been
reversed. The U.S. is now dismissing proposals, and the
U.S.S.R. is offering them. What
remains to be seen is the reaction to this latest proposal,
which could cut the total nuclear
arsenal by an astonishing SO
percent. One is able to discern a
genuine commitment to arms
control on the part of the Soviet
Union.
The new leader has also
changed basic behavioral patterns, and it appears that this
change leans toward western
politics. Gorbachev, in his vigor-

Russo is a freshman pre-joumalism major from Berea.

Letters
Moses-like Melden
rips defensless men
I suppose we can safely put
the controversial BG ReviewouX
to pasture now that the BG News
has acquired Bill Melden's
weekly sermons from the
mount, thus eliminating that
disgusting, crummy humanist
slant the News has been stinking
with lately.
It's high time someone
dragged our vaunted ideological
idols through the slime, andMelden, with his Moses-like pontification and astonishing personal knowledge of the fools in
question, seems just the man for
the job. I suppose it's okay to
print libelous, sneering exposes
of people's lives as long as they
aren't around to defend themselves. Melden's rabid assault
on scientific thought and its embattled symbol, Charles Darwin,
managed to have it both ways,
as most of Melden's articles do.
Instead of any examination of
Darwin's theories or observations, we get a ham-handed,
contemptuous description of his
life thai paints him as a cowardly, presumptuous Jerk (one
would think by Melden's tone
that Mr. Darwin had assaulted
some number of Melden's family). Melden brings up the fact
that there are objections to Darwin's theory of natural selection
without stating what any of
them are, because, after all,
"that's not the point"
Of course: God forbid, Melden
employ anything like scientific
method in his attack on science.
If he did, someone might be able
to argue with him. Melden parades scientists who question
Darwin's theories in front of us,
then makes them disappear with
a wave of bis staff by announcing that "there is room in the
halls of science for every ...
crackpot imaginable, but not so
much as an inch for anyone who
questions Darwinism.

After reading the article on capital improvements, I was admittedly curious with regard to the
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It would be foolish to point out
the logical idiocy of this argument, because, after all, Logic is
Science, and therefore stifles
free inquiry. I don't know Bill
Melden, but then again, he never
knew Charles Darwin, so I can
safely say that Melden is "...

Very little can be done with no
funding. If students and faculty
start realizing that tiny elves
don't magically come out at
night and make everything better, than they won't have to live
with dripping ceilings and tile
falling off the walls (are you
listening Education building?).

by Berke Breathed
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No charges filed in joke
Dead pig found on Big Boy's arm at Frisch's
and is believed to be from Pioneer Packing. The pig was
placed in the restaurant s dumpster, but later three men in a
pick-up truck were observed
getting the pig out of the dumpster and loading it into their
truck, according to Bowling

A 2^pound dead pig was found
hung over the arm of the Big
Boy statue at Frisch's Restaurant, 1540 E. Wooster St., at
about 1 a.m. Sunday.
The pig had green markings

Green Police Chief Galen Ash.
"Sounds like someone wanted
to use it over," Ash said.
He said there is no way to
C/e the men in the truck were
ones who hung the pig on Big
Boy's arm, so no charges were
filed.

Arson suspected at Howard's;
towel under door causes fire
exactly the same place about
two months ago caused "considerably more damage," according to police reports. An exact
amount of the damages was
unavailable.

out what appeared to be a burning towel from beneath the back
door of Howard's Club H. The
towel had been wedged under
the door.
The back door of Howard's
Club H opens to an alley that
leads to East Court Street.
The fire caused no damage,
but another fire that was set in

Arson is suspected in a fire
that occurred at Howard's Club
H, 210 N. Main St., at 3 a.m.
Sunday morning, according to
Bowling Green Police.
Police, responding to a call
from employees of Brathaus, 115
E. Court St., pulled and stamped

K

On Your Mark

«•*»/*•« »*«**

On a cold Saturday morning, 139 runners participated In the seventh annual BC Classic Road Race. Tom
Wllhelm won the mens 10k in a time of 34:36 and Jodie Smith won the women* 10k in 40:27. 5k
winners were Michael Hines. 16:01 and Carolyn Fundum. 20:14.

Howard's Club H employees
refused to comment on the Incidents.

New microcomputer lab will handle usage overflow
■

... —

TnJ.<ptnnl Education
EMtmatfnn and
And TechTuk
Industrial
nology Building.
"The new lab opened two
weeks ago to handle the overflow from the other campus
computer labs," said Richard
Conrad, director of University

by K
Patti Boerger
reporter

Students who are tired of waiting in computer laboratory lines
can visit the new microcomputer lab in room 247 of the

r,nn.«,.*An O,.-..;„.,..

Computer Services.
The lab, open on a first come,
first served basis, has 10 Apple
Macintosh microcomputers, two
Apple Macintosh Imagewriter
printers, 10 IBM PC microcomputers, two IBM PC printers,

The

«;«~ Apple
A««1n TI
n.;nRn«»»^«..*»Rn
nine
11 microcomputers
and eight DEC terminals.
One IBM PC reader and one
600 line per minute high speed
printer should arrive about Nov.
1 for use in the lab.
The lab can be used for editing

in tha
on identification
iHantif inati.
in
the \oh
lab ntaar
wear an
badge because "last year computer users had difficulty deciding which students were
employed and which ones were
using the computers for a
class," Conrad said.

Those who ordered 1984-85 KEYs for local pick up may do so daily after 10 a.m. at

1985 KEY
Yearbooks

The KEY Office
28 West Hall
Bring I.D. please

ARE HERE!

Limited number available for sale

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

IT STARTED IN MAY
IN A SMALL TOWN.

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're pan of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN. write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

AND EVERY MONTH
AFTER THAT
WHENEVER THE MOON
WAS FULL...
IT CAME BACK

^fC^

nrfiiTflmS word
BMM processing
MnMMiM and
onrf
programs,
running programs similar to
other microcomputer laboratories in the University Union, the
Jerome Library and the Math
Science Building.
This year student employees

i

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

STEPHEN KINGS

•JlYEH BULLET
MAKES
EVIL AN
EVENT
DINO D6 LAUR6NTIIS PR656NTS
„w,,.,.
STEPHEN KING'S SILVER BULLET GARY BUSEY EVERETT McGJLL; COREX HAWI
MUSIC BY JAY CHATTAWAY BASED ON THE NOVELETTE "CYCLE Of THE .WEREWOLF BY
STEPHEN KING SCREENPLAY BY STEPHEN KING PRODUCED BY^MARTHA SCHUMACHER
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Starts Friday, October 11 at a theater near you.
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Downtown

50<
Expires 11/30/85

Discount on
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3 citizens receive recycling awards
by Phillip B. WlUon
staff reporter
Three local citizens were
recognized by the Bowling
Green City Council last night
for receiving statewide recycling merit awards.
The recipients of the
plaques : Gayle Pearson,
Gerald Adler, and Ken Rieman are representatives
from the city's recycling center on 515 E. Poe Road, behind the city services building
and adjacent to the Wood
County Airport.
Pearson, a recycling center
coordinator, was praised for
being named Outstanding Litter Prevention Practitioner,
while Rieman, center chair-

man, and Adler, treasurer,
received thtjoint Governer's
Award for Outstanding Citizen in Litter Prevention.
Only eight statewide
awards are given out each
year by the Onto Department
of Transportation and Ohio
Crime Prevention Association and Mayor Bruce Bellard
commended them on winning
three of them.
IN LOBBYING presentation, City Chamber of Commerce President Jeff Snook
asked council for an ordinance which will stiffen
peddler laws in the city limIn his report from the
chamber, he asked that four

DRESSlecture
FOR
SUCCESS
presented

JOHN MOLLOY

author of
"Dress for Success" and "Live for Success"

basic requirements be met.
He said the chamber would
like to see a stricter ordinance enforced by means of
defining exactly what a legal
peddler Is, licensing exemptions for dry residents, a
monthly application permit
fee of flOO for legal peddlers,
and a license only valid for
thirty days.
With consulting from city
attorney Pat Crowley, council
agreed to table the Issue until
the Board of Utilities subordinate meeting next Monday at
7:15 pm
Snook said that out of towners are "definitely not supporting the community" and
urged council to support their
revisions for an ordinance.

USG addresses issues
Guaranteed Student Aid Bill, retreat plans discussed
by Iota Johnaon
staff reporter
Discussion at last night's Undergraduate Student Government meeting focused on addressing
state and federal Issues, in addition to those issues
raised on campus.
Six delegates attended the general assembly
meeting of the Ohio Student Association this
weekend at Cleveland State.
According to Michele Nemes, USG academic
affairs coordinator and appointed designee to
OSA, one item on the agenda discussed was the
Guaranteed Student Aid Bill.
This bill, If passed, will provide aid through
work study and state loan programs for any
student who can demonstrate an unmet financial
need.
THE BILL was approved by the general assembly of OSA, which wfll actively be lobbying for its
passage by Ohio legislators.
"OSA hopes that delegates will take this Issue

*5^

Wood Coble T
The
answers questions about
The new owners of the cable system In Bowllns Green
and Portage have totally rebuilt Wood Cable TV. By doing so,
we have been able to expand our channel capacity and give
our subscribers more choices.
These changes to the "old" system have also raised
some questions and perhaps caused some confusion among
our subscribers and the community In general.
Through the following Q4A format we hope to eliminate any confusion that may now exist, and to provide a clear
understanding of the new Wood Cable TV.

The New Wood Coble TV
Wednesday, October 9
8:00 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Free Admission
sponsored by
THE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION
in conjuction with
University Placement Services, University Bookstore
and Women in Communications, Inc.

352-4101 181 (B) S. Main
352-4143 Bowling Green

CELLOPHANES

A. Because it is new—the entire system has been almost completely rebuilt. We've replaced every foot of cable on the poles,
every cable "drop" going to each home, every piece of electronic
equipment in the system. Soon all the underground cable will be
replaced, too

Q. Why did you rebuild the system?
y^j Because the "old" system was just that-old. Many of the
service problems that existed in the past were due to plain "old
age", and they were corrected by putting in new, more modern
equipment.
Equally important, the new equipment allows us to
currently provide nearly 3 times as many channels as the old 12-channel system. That's why we can now deliver 28 channels of basic
service, along with the Movie Channel, HBO, and the Disney Channel.
But a modern, state-of-the-art cable system unfortunately
creates a different kind of modern problem.
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HAKCOLOUR VVTTHOIT A DOUBT!
CELLOPHANES "colourshines" in twentythree transparent shades that wrap around
each strand . . . beautifully . . . safely . . .
with no alcohol, no ammonia, no peroxide
. . . absolutely nothing to worry about.

20% OFF
CELLOPHANES
HAIRCUTS, & PERMS
Annette, Diane, Shelley, Judy, Cindy, Carol
•xpir.s 10-22-85

WilltheconverterworkonothercableWsystems?

A No Intact, if the addressableconvertcr is unplugged for 32 hours,
itttirns itself off. To reactivate it, you would need to contact us to' 'readdress" it. If not connected to Wood Cable's system, the converter is
just an expensive "paperweight."

Remotes

I have a remote-controlled TV. Won't my remote
c!e useless once I hook up the converter?

Q

A
Not really. Of course, you won't be able to change channels
w&h it, but all other functions (volume, fine tuning, mute, etc.) will
still work properly. Each of our two converters, though, has a compatible remote unit which we sell for $20.00.

If I buy a remote unit, what happens If I move
or decide to disconnect the service?

Q
A

If you return the remote unit to us within one year of pur-

CTW and it's in good working order, we'll refund the purchase price

in full. After one year, we'll refund 50%.

You mean If I have a remote controlled TV, con%rter and VCR I have to Jussle three remote units?

Obviously, it would do no good for a cable system to deliver
if.
"3Vehannels
of programming if a subscriber's television could only
receive 12 channels. So, years before television manufacturers began
selling "cable-ready" TV, cable systems provided "converters."

Converters

VCRs

Qj What Is a converter?
u A converter acts like the tuner of your TV set. In fact, it replaces
"your TV tuner when you conrject it between your TV and a cable
system. When you put your TV on channel 3 or 4(depending on which
converter you have), you then change channels by changing channels on the converter.
A
TV signals are transmitted and received via VHF and UHF, which
ail TV sets today can receive. To provide more channels, cable TV
systems also use midband, superband, or even hyperband. If you
don't have a "cable-ready" or "cable-capable" TV, a converter will
allow you to receive the additional channels on these "cable bands.''

Qj What's a "cable-ready" TV?
A
A few years ago, television manufacturers recognized the rapid
growth and popularity of cable TV and built "converters" (or midband, superband, etc. capability) into their TV sets. Ty owners of
"cab le-capab le" TVscould then receive most cable channels without
requiring a converter. Not all "cable-ready" TVs work on all cable
systems, though.

Q; I have a "cable-ready" TV. Why do I need a converter?
A. If you wish to subscribe to one of our premium (or pay TV) services, like HBO, the Movie Channel or the Disney Channel you must
have one of our "addressable" converters.

•Complete line of Sebastian products available

Q

A
Yes-but not necessarily. Recognizing a growing consumer
inconvenience, one technical products manufacturer has responded
with a new device-a single, programmable remote unit that can
learn the commands of up to four different remote units. GE is now
introducing their Command Central unit, and other manufacturers
are sure to do the same. Ask your TV dealer about them.

Qt Why do I need a converter?

Wlt^ 4jV

An addressable converter, on the other hand, can be
instructed by computer directly through the cable to turn any
premium service on or off. It even allows us to provide an effective
parental control system.
Furthermore, by having a modern, addressable cable
system, we'll be able to offer future "pay-per-view" events like concerts, prize fights and movie premiers.

Qs Why do you call the cable system "new"?

Q: What do you mean?
Hair, Skin and Nail Designers

back to their student governments," Nemes said.
"We hope to show student support for this bill
through petition drives," Nemes said.
As an additional show of support for the issues
addressed by OSA, USG lias arranged to host the
November meeting of the organisation.
"For the first time In four years, Bowling Green
will be hosting an OSA meetiiut," said Mike
McGreevey, USG president "We want to be
better educated on the issues that involve the
students, taking different stands along the way.
An address to USG by Greg DeCrane, assistant
vice president of student affairs, brought focus
back to campus Issues.
"USG must actively present student point of
view and let constituents know what is going on,
DeCrane said.
Members of the student government will be
going on a retreat this weekend to discuss how
they can better represent the students' views.
'The retreat will set the tone for USG this
year," McGreevey said.

Qt What does an "addressable" converter do?
A. Older cable systems used "traps" or "filters" to provide
premium services to its subscribers, which required a technician to
climb a pole to install or delete the service, resulting in an expensive
installation fee.

I bought my VCR so I could watch one channel
arid record a different one at the same time. Then.
I signed up for the Disney Channel so I could tape
the fine shows for my children. Now I can't watch J
one and record another as before. Why?

Q

A
The marriage of video cassette recorders and cable TV has been
a long and troubled one. In the early days of VCR growth, in fact,
some cable systems refused even to tell subscribers how to hook
up the VCR to the system because of fear of reprisals from the
premium services and the movie studios who were challenging the
consumer's right to tape the programming.
Today, that matter has been resolved and it's now recognized that cable is good for VCR's and VCR's are good for cable. So
we want to do everything we can to help you get the most from
your VCR.
If you have a "cable-ready" TV and a "cable-ready" VCR
and you don't subscribe to any premium service, you can still watch
one and record another without any additional equipment.
If, however, either your TV or VCR is not "cable ready," or
if you subscribe to one of our premium services, you will need
additional equipment in order to watch one and record another.
This problem is not unique to Wood Cable, but rather occurs in every ]
state-of-the-art cable system nationwide.
With the addition of one or more "A-B" switches and one I
or more signal "splitters" (available from most TV dealers and video
product suppliers like Radio Shack), you can have "watch one and
record another'' capability. There are nearly a dozen possible hookup combinations, depending on the type of TV, VCR and even video
game or computer you have. This equipment may cost from S10.00 |
to $25.00. For further hook-up information, just stop by our office.
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GSS denies 'Review' recognition
by P.trtcU Gctlci
graduate reporter

The Graduate Student Senate
(GSS) voted to uphold the Executive Committee's decision not
to recognize the Bowling Green
Review as a legitimate campus
newspaper at Friday's meeting,
according to Dave Anderson,
GSS president.
The committee's decision was
based on the fact that the Review is not registered with the
Student Publications Board and
therefore is "not accountable to
anyone on campus," Anderson
said. The publication is funded
through a grant from an outside
source and is registered as a
campus organization, he said.

During the two weeks since
the last GSS meeting attempts
were made to contact the Review, Anderson said. However,
Review staff members didn't
attempt to contact GSS until last
Friday. A Review representative attended the meeting but
was not recognized by the senate.
ANDERSON EXPLAINED
that only senators may address
the body, unless parliamentary
rules are suspended or a senator
relinquishes his right to address
to the person wishing to address
the body. The senate would not
suspend the rules, nor would
anyone allow the representative
to address the body, Anderson

said.

The decision not to recognize
the representative was based on
the fact that if the person was
allowed to address the senate,
GSS would, in effect, be recognizing the Review, Anderson
said.
In another action, Ron Fadley,
who founded Cooperative Education, reported that there are
IS graduate co-op positions
available, Anderson said. For
more information contact GSS
or the Cooperative Education
office.
Anderson has also created a
liaison position between GSS
and Cooperative Education to
facilitate more cooperation be-

tween the two offices. He expects to Oil the position by
Thursday.
Also, University President
Paul Olscamp discussed the role
and mission statement with the
senate and fielded questions
from senators, Andersen said.
Olscamp reported that the
University is intensifying graduate recruitment in an effort to
reach the role and mission goal
of doubling the number of graduate students attending the University. He also reported that in
conjunction with the role and
mission statement the University added SO more half-time
stipends for the 1985-86 academic year.

Ballroom dancing

Photo/ Jacquie Pearson

Beverly Dosh, senior dance major, and Sharon Blum, junior graphic
design major, practice the Llndy during a fad dance course this
weekend.
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We Carry
Both Beta
and VHS
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HELP BIG BARNEY CELEBRATE HIS 1"
ANNIVERSARY OF THEIR SOUTH MAIN STORE
VIDEO OQ<
RENTAL
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A simpler, more convenient and less confusing way to hook
lup your various video systems is to use a self-contained "video
Iswitcher.'' This device (see pictures) will allow you to view and record
lup to three different units by connecting each to the video control
(center (VCC) and merely pushing the proper buttons on the front
lof the unit.

Parental Control
Q. There may be some prosrams on some channels
I don't want my children watchins. What can I do?
^ j We can program a 5-digit authorization code into the addressable converter which will prevent any number of specified channels from being viewed. To watchthe channel, you merely push the
proper 5-digit code on the top of the converter (or in the remote
control unit) and the channel can be viewed.

Q, I already have the addressable converter, but I
don't have this feature. Can I still have the code put in?
A • Sure. Just bring the converter to our office and we'll make the
adjustment. There is no charge for the authorization code now,
but we will be charging $10.00 in the future.

Service Problems
Q. When I had a problem with the cable after 5:00
p.m. I called your off ice and no one answered. Have
you done anything to correct this?
A, Yes. Our phones are now answered when our office is closed
by a local answering service who can contact our technicians by
voice pager. Both the answering and paging services have only
recently been available to us.

Program Guides
After evaluating the many different units available today,
:'ve chosen and now have in stock an amplified unit which assures
strong signal. Our VCC can be used with any cable system
anywhere and can be purchased for a one-time charge of $49.00
Dr in five easy payments of $10.00 added to your monthly bill. Cornarable units can retail for up to $150.00

With the VCC will I be able to watch channel 11
h'd record the Disney Channel?
Yes, or any other combination. However, in order to watch one
iremium channel and record a different premium channel (such as
atching the Disney Channel and recording HBO) you must have
Iwo addressable converters.

Q, Now that I can see all these new channels, how
do I know what's on and when?
A^: There are several sources, including TV Guide, TV Facts, The
Sentinel-Tribune, and BG News, which list most of our channels. The
most complete guide is Premium Channels, which includes most
satellite services, and the separate Disney Channel Guide. Both of
these are available in our office.

Q, Will you be mailing these guides to my home?
/^t By January we hope to be set up to mail the guides directly
to your home for a yearly fee of $5.00.

Future
-eposits

j „ Why do you require a deposit on your converter?

It's a common business practice and good business sense to
qtjire a deposit on loaned or rented equipment to ensure its return
J good condition. A $25.00 deposit is reasonable when you con|der the cost of the converter.

I'm a renter. Why do I have to pay a security
e'poslt?
A security deposit has often been required of renters by
sWsses that provide a continuing service to ensure payment
a continuing manner. We've struggled to find a way to elimite security deposits, and we believe we've found a suitable
impromise.
Beginning now, the security deposit requirement will be
ived if a subscriber pays the full quarterly bill for services on
ceipt. If the quarterly payment is 30 days or more in arrears, a
urity deposit will be required in order to continue service

Q, Well, you've certainly answered the questions
I've been meaning to ask. But what's coming in the
future?
A: Our first ebneern is to continue improving the quality of the
system and our service: our subscribers deserve nothing less.
Vbu can then look forward to more premium services and
perhaps new satellite channels. Maybe even blockbuster pay-perview events. And we plan tobe more involved with the community
and with BGSU.
We're the new Wood Cable TV and we're proud tobe your
cable system.

WOO

I've already paid a security deposit. What
utme?
If you'll agree to pay each quarterly bill when received, we'll
Sit your security deposit to your January-February-March bill
Ihich you'll be receiving in late December).

t^.--—

JOURNALISM 300
applications
will be accepted

until October 18
in Room 302
of West
Hall
ALPHA PELTS*ALPHA PELTS*ALPHA PELTS* ALPHA PELTS

THE ALPHA DELTS PROUDLY
ANNOUNCE THEIR 1985 FALL
PLEDGE CLASS:
Debbie Dolan
Candee Overly
Amy Hallenbrook
Diane Parkhill
Crystal Hanna
Cathy Ryan
Tina Kniesley
Lynn Shanks
Leslie LeRoy
Stephanie Swanda
Julie Mangles
Melissa Swartzel
Teresa Natale
Susan Yakick

-w

"Welcome to the
ranks of the
first and the
finest"

.V
CONGRATULATES THEIR
NEW INITIATES:
Lisa Titterington
Tracey Lanning

Rhonda Gilpin
Sheryl Birkmire

Debby Copen
Wood Cable TV
118 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
352-8424

'We are so proud
of all of you"

* ALPHA fJELTS'ALPHA PELTS* ALPHA PELTS'ALPHA PELTS*
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Fire Safety Week insights awareness
klarm pranks a felony, police say
by MdtoM McGUttvray
reporter

Dean Gerkens, manager of the
campus police division of Public
■"'

T

! During a peaceful sleep, a
loud buzzing noise makes a student jump out of bed. After
hitting the "snooze" button a
tew Ames, It becomes clear
trhat the noise is - the dreaded
fire alarm.
. Most dorm residents have
been caught at an inopportune
time by • fire alarm, which are
usually the result of a student
prank. Besides the inconvenience, there is danger involved
In such mischief, according to-

Pulling a fire alarm falsely is
a misdeameanor punishable by
six months in jail and a $1,000
One.
IF A STUDENT is injured
because of the alarm, it becomes a felony with a maximum

500

fir1

Because the majority of the
alarms are accidents or pranks,
some students do not bother to
go out when an alarm goes off.
Derek Dickinson, director of

'!

The Getaway
50«off 1 dozen
Doughnuts with coupon
Expires Oct. 18
998 S. Main
352-4162
We deliver ^am to 9" weekdays, 7" to 10"
Saturday, No delivery Sun.

Standards and Procedures, said
students staying Inside during
an alarm could face dismissal
from school if they are caught.
Two weekends ago, Bromlield
Hall had four false alarms in one
night.
Resident advisers and student
marshalls have to knock on everyone's door during an alarm.
Glenn Cook, fire safety officer
at Environmental Services, said
the police and fire
are not automatically notified
when an alarm is triggered in
one of the dorms. If an alarm
off, it sounds only in the
building. Cook said the
department is planning to connect the residence halls alarms
to Public Safety.

Division promotes fire safety
by Teresa Tarentino
staff reporter

The University's Environmental Serivces division is hoping
students will take time this week
- designated as National Fire
Safety week - to learn about the
causes and prevenions of fires.
The primary function of the
Environmental Services division is to promote fire prevention and safety. Available
through the division is a 20-minute videotape on fire prevention.
Dan Parrett, manager of Environmental Services, said the
film shows the damage that can
be caused by fire and contains
actual accounts of university
students who have experienced
losses Involved with fires.
PARRETT SAID a major con-

cern of the Environmental Services division in dealing with Ore
safety is the number and types
of appliances students have in
their rooms.
"These buildings were built at
a time when we didn't have the
(types of electrical appliances)
we have now and the wiring isn't
designed to take on such "
wattages," said Glenn
University Are safety officer.
Cook said hair dryers, which
were not* widely used
use. when the
campus dormitories were constructed, are the most common
appliance used by students and
also use the most amps.
Cook said the University has
been fortunate in that it has not
had a major fire in recent years.
UNIVERSITY HISTORY illustrates, however, that it is not

Buy One PIZZA

THanA't

Get One FREE!

Buy any size original round pizza at regular price and get the
identical pizza free with this coupon.

ANY LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA
$5.95
we deliver

with coupon

352-3551

COMING SOON
DELIVERY
112 Mercer St. 354-6500

PflflTEfiE PEPJn /ffli
I WEIGHT CLUB!
ion

immune from fires.
In February 1968 the Delta
Tau Delta Fraternity house Incured ,125,000 in damages and
22 people were injured in a fire
whose cause was never determined. Close to $600 damage
was caused by a candle left
unattended in Offenhauer Towers-West in August IMS. And the
Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity house
experienced $100,000 in damages
in 1971.
Parrett highlighted a couple of
ways students can prepare
themselves before they are
faced with fire.
• Know where the nearest
exits are and alternate routes in
case the primary ones are
blocked by fire.
• Know where the nearest fire
extinguishers are located.

rateable coupon

Mandatory Meeting:
6:30 p.m. Eppler S.
Weight Room
Wednesday, Oct. 9

1966 Little Cs*u< Enttrp'ttM. |nc j

WANTED:

m

J\itiQ and Vsjueen

for 1985 U4onucoming
Open to all B.G.S.U. Seniors
Applications available today
in the U.A.O. office 3" floor, Union

For ALL Weight Club
Members & Auxiliary Members

Applications Due 5:00 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 10
3272343

no

- JU.'
Great hair doesnl hm» to be «*,

832 S
(next Jo Law* Drags)

MAMMSHKMS

CxAj «••: /at. *-*:
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Ipena^
Pan Stvle Pizza • Whole

or

NOW DELIVERING
Now ope>n til
3:00 a.m.
THURS. • FRI. • SAT

SUN. - WED.
11:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m. 35Z"H0UU
THURS. - SAT.
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.
DELIVERY from 5:00 p.m. til </> hour before close

Now, choose the eye color
that's just right for you.
Ask us about NaturalTint "soft
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb.

WINE SHOP

When you wont to change your noturol eye color, liven up
your eye* with NaturalTint soft contact lenses. Available
in crystal blue, aqua, jade and sable, they'll help you look
your best while improving your vision. Of course, the only
way to find out how good you'll look it to try on a pair
of NaturalTint len»e« for yourself. Call us today for an
appointment.

Contact Speclols
BftL Natural Tint Contacts

The first and last word
in Italian ice cream:

GELATO

»75.M

Stop in today for your free taste

B A L Extended W»or Contacts
'69.00
P.rma Flex Extended Wear Contacts . . . . *tf.00
Hydron Dally Wear Soft Lenses
*39.M
Professional Fees 4 Stflllxatlon Extra
Eyes Examined by Dr. S. Sh/ff

Bring this coupon in
and buy 1 Gelato or fruit ice
and your friend gets one free

Burlington Optical Inc.
HI* I. Weeeter, Stashes Mesa, ■esrfke, Greea HI Mil
less 8. teyeeMt M.. Telede Stt-MM
11U SHveels Ave., Tetede 471-1119

107 State St. across from Harshman Quad
"a»«ans»'
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Minority Affairs Office welcomed
by Caroline Linger
staff reporter

toe University's Minority Affairs Office, which
opened last July, had its official inauguration
Sunday.
According to Laura Tellez, assistant director of
the office of admissions, the Minority Affairs
Office is an example of University President Paul
Olscamp's commitment to recruiting, retaining
and supporting minority students, faculty and
staff at the University.
The office, formerly known as the Student
Development Program, caters to the needs of
University minority students and serves as an

Jobs
Continued from page 1.
in the program, Lunde said, but
added, "It is not a pre-requisite
that they have a business idea."
After being chosen, each of the
persons will have an education
program specially tailored for
them depending on their background, Howick said. He said
that persons chosen will receive
basic business classes, such as
marketing and finance, and
training in computers.
A person who has a background in banking wouldn't have
to be trained in finance, Howick
said.
The program does not directly
School of HPER

provide money for the businesses to be established, Howick
said. He said that each program
participant will be assigned to a
faculty member who will closely
advise them in preparing a detailed and comprehensive business plan and help them find
sources of capital to fund the
venture.
"The uniqueness of our grant
is our mentor relationship,"
Pearson said. "We are the first
and only people provided this
—1 of grant''
is funding several

Open Weekdays
8AM-MIDNITE
Sunday 9am-9pm

programs around the state, but
the University will be the only
one that will use the mentor
system, he said.
Lunde said the training will
not only benefit the potential
entrepreneurs, but it will also
benefit the faculty who teach
about entrepreneurship.
In addition to having submitted a model of the program,
the University was chosen by
the OBES as part of the Ohio's
effort to boost employment, particularly in Northwest Ohio,
Howick said.

The Getaway
October Special

Cider and Doughnut 55

WHITE
WATER
RAFTING

eat in or carry out
with coupon

Oct. 12 & 13
PEG

1045 NORTH1
MAIN ST.

attraction f orpotential minority students, according to Jack Taylor, assistant vice president for
minority affairs.
MARY EDMONDS, vice president of student
affairs, spearheaded the project. She said recruitment of minorities is only the beginning in establishing cultural diversity on campus. The
University must also create a sense of community
and a climate where all students feel welcome,
she said.
There are only 600 minority students at the
University, Olscamp said. He said that is due to
the low number of minority faculty who serve as
role models. He said he will correct the problem
by reserving positions for qualified minorities.

998 S. Main

Expires IO/IS

352.4162
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Coke

Take part in the planning and
implementation of special
events, publicity, and health/
fitness programming at the
SRC.
Come to the first meeting
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FRESH
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SRC Conference Room
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Freshly made (never frozen)
and ready for the oven.
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WHAT IS NUTRA'BOUC?
NUTRA'BOLIC is a revolutionary system created to to** weight last" It totally
surpasses all other methods o! reducing by providing a sale. sure, immediate
weight loss program that BURNS BODY FAT virtually as last as complete
lasting, while at the same time providing all the essential nutrients that the body
needs every single day lor health and vitality NUTRA'BOLIC WAS
CREATED EXCLUSIVELY lor the "HARD TO LOSE' individual You will
attain your ideal weight WITHOUT EXERCISE shots liquid protein or star
vation But |ust losing isn't enough Thai's why NUTRA'BOLIC offers
behavior modification counselors on duty lull time to work with you individual
ly When you lose weight you want it to my off permanently
and so do
we'Now for a limited lime SAVESOt and lose 25 5(1 UK) pounds or more
safely and quickly WE GUARANTEE IT' So
call us today' It may be the
most important call you ever made
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iNUTRABOLIG
WEIGHT REDUCTION SYSTEMS

ONE 2 LITER BOTTLE OF

COCA COLA

Limit one coupon per customer. Valid
through Sunday. October 13, 1985 only
at FOOD TOWN. 1045 N. MAIN ST.. BOWLING GREEN
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Greek Review brings student complaints
by Patti Skinner
staff reporter

The Greek Review talent
show In Kobacker Hall last
Thursday brought complaints
from music students about
the noise, mess and greeks in
general, but officials in the

music building said they
haven't yet discussed the
matter with Greek Life.
Susan Bidlack, sophomore
music education major, said
the greeks weren't respecting
Moore Musical Arts Center's
property and were breaking
some rules against smoking

and drinking in the building.
"They lust weren't being
considerate of others," she
said.
Keith Hofacker, technical
director, was in charge of
equipment and security in the
hall during the Greek Review. Hofacker said that after

BG News/Kevin Hopkins
Members of the Phi Delta Theta, Theta Chi fraternities and the Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority perform
for fellow greeks In the Greek Revue held at Kobacker Hall Thursday. The event was a wrap-up of Greek
Week.

he made his report about the
review, Oliver Chamberlin,
director of concerts, instructed him not to disclose
any details of the event.
Chamberlin said the greeks
had a fair amount of enthusiasm, and some people were
upset about the noise, but the
greeks didn't do any damage
to Kobacker Hall.
"SO FAR AS I know there
was no eating or drinking in
the hall." Chamberlin
said."The fact that some music students were upset Is
unfortunate, but they are
rather possessive of the music building. They feel that
people who come ui shouldn't
act in a way unacceptable to
them."
According to Chamberlin.
no decision has been reached
about the greeks being allowed to use the music building again. He said that while
no real damage was done, he
is planning to discuss with the
staff of Greek Life their contractual agreement on the
greeks using the hall.
According to Sandy
George, coordinator for
Greek Week, no complaints
were received from the music
people.
George said the review had
the largest attendenee ever
and that Kobacker was filled
to capacity (about 840 people).
George said no one complained to her about the
greeks' behavior.

Police to auction
unclaimed bikes
Bowling Green Police will auction nearly 100 unclaimed bicycles
today at 3:30 p.m. at the city garage, SIS E. Poe Road.
The bicycles are those that police have found abandoned or were
recovered at stolen property and went unclaimed. Police have
searched for the owner of each bike, according to Sgt. Claude Clouse
of the police department.
Clouse said more than one-half of the bicycles are five-and 10speeds and students should be able to purchase one at a reasonable
price.
There will also be some air conditioners and items from the street
division auctioned, he said.
Ten percent of the money that is collected will be used by the
Crime Stoppers programs in Wood County, and the remainder of the
money will be placed in Bowling Green's general fund, Clouse said.

CISG makes request

Merchants urged to accept photo IDs
Members of Undergraduate
Student Government approached the city's Chamber of
Commerce Friday in an effort to
encouarge area businesses to
accept photo ID cards as sufficient indentification from students.
"I wanted to give all the merchants in Bowling Green a
chance to become familiar with
the ID's, by going to the Chamber of Commerce, who represents all the merchants," said
Matt Shull, off-campus USG district representative.
Shull said many area businesses already are accepting the
photo ID's and be hopes the

proposal will further ID accepTHE CHAMBER decided to
wait and discuss the issue in
their Oct. 18 executive committee meeting.
If the proposal is approved,
they will make a recommendation to area businesses to incorporate their use, according to
Joan Gordon, executive manager for the chamber of commerce.
Members of the chamber are
mainly in favor of using the
photo ID's, she said.
"It sounded as a step forward,
better than the validation card,'1
she said.

News Briefs
Kidnappers request U.S., Soviet alliance

Policeman killed as British violence escalates
LONDON (AP) - Police threatened yesterday to
use tear gas and plastic bullets against street
rioters, after some of the worst urban violence in
Britain since 1961. One policeman was stabbed to
death and 232 fellow officers were injured.

Police Commissioner Sir Kenneth Newman told
a news conference the riot - the fourth major
outbreak of urban violence in Britain in a month was the first in mainland Britain in modern times
in which guns were used and a police officer was
killed.

Twenty civilians also were hurt when more than
500 youths, some armed with shotguns, machetes
and staves, battled police Sunday night and early
yesterday in the racially mixed north London
district of Tottenham.

Newman said he sent tactical squad officers
armed with plastic bullets and tear gas to the
scene at the height of the violence but the riot was
contained without using them.

Athletic director suggests OSCI drop 8 sports
COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio State University Athletic Director Rick Bay has recommended that
the university drop eight of its 31 intercollegiate
sports in December.
He said the move is for economic, philosophical
and competitive reasons. Bay identified the sports
as lacrosse, soccer, volleyball, fencing, pistol and
rifle shooting for men and fencing and synchronized swimming for women.
Bay said yesterday he asked the Ohio State
Athletic Council in September to review the eight

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - A caller claiming to
represent the captors of three Soviet Embassy
employees said yesterday they will be held until
the United States and Soviet Union join forces to
end Lebanon's 10-year-old civil war.
He also threatened the abductions of more
Soviet and American citizens as a means of
putting pressure on the superpowers. The authenticity of the call could not be determined.
An anonymous caller who said he represented a
fundamentalist Sunni Moslem group named the

Islamic Liberation Organization claimed responsibility for the kidnapping of four Soviet Embassy
staff members a week ago. One of them was killed
and his body dumped in a vacant lot.
The group demanded that Moscow force Syria,
its main Middle East ally, to call off leftist
militias that were besieging fundamentalist Sunni
fighters in the northern port city of Tripoli.
The body of cultural attache Arkady Katkov, 32,
was found Wednesday, and the Syrians declared a
cease-fire in Tripoli on Thursday.

Supreme Court to review minority quota system

sports. The council meets next on Oct. 15 and is
expected to appoint a committee to study the
proposal. Bay asked for a recommendation by the
end of the fall quarter in December.
He said dropping the eight sports will save $420,000 in an athletic budget which is approaching $14
million a year.
"I don't want people to think of this as purely an
economic issue. Bay said. "There's a philosophical question just as large. Our mission is to run
competitive intercollegiate varsity sports."

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court
yesterday agreed to review a quota system for
promoting blacks and Hispanics among Cleveland's firefighters in a ruling that could have longranging implications for racial quotas in the
American workplace.
The court also ruled that athletes who live
outside of Ohio have no constitutional right to play
sports at Ohio high schools, and it rejected a
Cleveland mailman's bid to be paid during bis
lunch hour.

The Cleveland case involved a 1963 consent
decree issued by a federal Judge requiring about
half the promotions in the tire department go to
qualified minority candidates. The decree was
approved by city officials and the Vanguards of
Cleveland, an association of black and Hispanic
firefighters.
The Vanguards in I960 had charged the city with
intentional discrimination against blacks and
Hispanics.

Economic confidence low in Ohio, poll shows

Steroids may help young cystic fibrosis victims

CINCINNATI (AP) - Ohioans were slightly less
confident in September than they were in May
about the future of their family finances and the
outlook for business, a new statewide poll shows.
The researchers at the University of Cincinnati's Institute for Policy Research who conducted the poll said, however, that the consumer
confidence of Ohioans could soon rebound if the
economy picks up. The poll was released yesterday.
"This decline in consumer confidence is proba-

BOSTON (AP) - Doses of steroids appear to
protect young victims of cystic fibrosis from lung
damage, the single greatest cause of illness and
death In this common inherited disease, researchers say.

After four years, "we felt we had to stop the
study, because it was becoming so obvious that
the steroid group was better. We felt we needed to
open it up and let people know," said Dr. Harvey
Auerbacn, who directed the study.

The study, conducted at Harvard University
and Children's Hospital in Boston, showed that
children who took the drug had healthier lungs
and spent less time in the hospital than did a
comparison group.

Steroids reduce inflammation, but they can
cause serious side effects. The researchers said
they do not recommend the drugs for routine use
in cystic fibrosis until their findings are confirmed by a larger study.

bly due to the softness of the economy during the
first half of 1965," the researchers said In a
statement accompanying their poll results. "Real
growth in the gross national product during this
period was small and the national unemployment
rate hovered at just over seven percent. In general, the economy seemed to be either in a pause
between growth spurts or teetering before a fall
into recession."
Twenty-eight percent of the Ohioans contacted
expect to be better off a year from now.

Meadowview Courts
Apartment
Call now at 352-1195
• Two Bedroom Unfurnished
$265 plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage
All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at 8* and High St.
Hours: Mon.-Fr!, 9-4:30

214 Napoleon Rd.
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Suzle

352-2566

Candidates may be full-time or part-time students. Candidates must be registered
students for the planned term of office which is the Spring Semester of the 1985-86
academic year. All candidates will be certified as to their eligibility.

FREE DELIVERY
IO) N mom s<

352-5166
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•ACTORS — SINGERS

ACGFA CANDIDATE
An election will be held on Friday, November 15, 1985, to name four (4)
undergraduate and one (1) graduate student as at-large members of the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students who are interested in becoming
candidates for election to ACGFA are required to file a statement of candidacy and
petition forms which will be available in the Office of the Vice President for Student
Affairs, 305 Student Services Building, on Thursday, October 10, 1985. Completed
forms must be returned to that office by Friday, October 25, 1985.
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a new play:

(from the Rivers of our Fathers)
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405 Univ. Hall
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BG blitzkrieg buries Broncos, 48-7
by Tom Reed
assistant sports editor

KALAMAZOO, Mich. - Prior
to Saturday's game, some Westem Michigan fans were slightly
startled when the university
sounded its air-raid siren in
honor of the Broncos homeopener.
But no one expected the blitzkrieg which followed.
From the air, Bowling Green's
Brian McClure struck for 123
Cls and two touchdowns in the
quarter.
On the ground, Bernard White
and Darryl Story combined for
76 first period yards and two
more TOY
And in the trenches, the Falcon defensive line forced two
fumbles which led to touchdowns.
In all, the assault lasted just 15
minutes. After the first quarter
BG led 284), en route to a 48-7
pasting. The win raised the Falcons record to 50, 3-0 in the MidAmerican Conference.
"We struck early and often
and Western Michigan never
was able to recover, BG coach
Denny Stolz said.
ENTERING THE contest, a
rout seemed unlikely. While the
Broncos are 0-4, they did boast
the fourth best defense in the
nation, first against the pass.
Two weeks ago, WMU nearly
upset Michigan State in a 7-3
loss.
However, McClure takes to
the WMU defense like a dog to a
fire hydrant. The senior has
thrown more yards against the
Broncos (1,071) than any other
MAC foe. As a sophomore, he
passed for 312 yards, last year
be compiled 347.
At halftime Saturday, McClure was 17 of 24 for 208 yards.
Leading 41-0 after three quarters, Stolz removed McClure
who finished with 252 yards.
McClure said his success
against Western stems from
their defensive pass coverage.
"They like playing a threedeep zone and V vejust done well
against it," Mc Clure said. "I
had a good game, but our de-

fense set us up early."
On the first play from scrimmage, WMU running back Lewis Howard was hit at the line
and fumbled. Defensive back
Leslie Harris pounced on the
ball at WMU's 25 yard line.
BG CAPITALIZED quickly on
the Bronco turnover.
After a five-yard run by
White, McClure bit split end
Stan Hunter on a 20-yard slant
for a TO.
It's my favorite pattern,"
Hunter said. "Brian made a nice
pass on the play."
While Harris' fumble recovery keyed the first TD, his interception at WMU's 36 yard line
set up the second.
McClure's passes to Joe Boxley and Gerald Bayless put the
Falcons on the 10 yard line.
White then carried three tacklers into the end zone and BG led
14-0 with 4:07 remaining in the
first period.
White capped the TD with a
celebration dance which
would've left Michael Jackson
envious.
"I guess I'm a pretty good
dancer," White said, "when I
score I have so much pent up
emotion I just let loose. The
dance is out of impulse, they are
not choreographed or planned."
Three minutes later, Hunter
got a record for White to dance
AFTER A Bronco punt, BG
marched 32 yards on four plays
and ended the drive with McClure's 14-yard TD pass to
Hunter. The TD tied a BG record
for career touchdown receptions
(18) with Jeff Groth, who plays
with the New Orleans Saints
(See related story same page).
Bronco fans were still entering Waldo Stadium when BG
made it 21-0, but after Kelly
Speilmaker fumbled on WMU's
12 yard line, many headed for
the exits.
On the next play, Story ran
into the end zone and BG led 280.
"I am very disapponted with
our effort," WMU head coach
Jack Harbaugh said. "We continue to turn the ball over, you

can't do that against a good
team like BG."
BG closed the first half with a
32-yard field goal by Paul Silvi
midway through the second
quarter.
BG registered 288 yards total
offense In the first half. The
Falcon defense limited WMU to
80 yards, including a minus
three-yards passing.
"We were really productive
early," Stolz said. ''Our defense
played extremely well in the
first half."
THE SCORING stampede continued in the second half. Silvi
kicked a 48-yard field goal which
made it 344).
As the fourth period started,
White scored on a five-yard run
and then conducted a break
dancing seminar. After the TO,
White dropped to the wet artifial
surface and did a head-spin.
"You can't spin on the grass
or dry turf," White said. 'They
were eood spins, but the coaches
won't like them when they watch
the films. I just get so excited
when I score. Who knows next
week I may jump over the goal
post."
White finished the game with
24 carries for 88 yards. Stolz
counted on a good performance
from White, but Story's 71-yard
performance came as a pleasant
surprise.
"Now that he is starting to
play again, Darryl is progressing very well," Stolz said. "He
had a good game today.
Story, who gained 700 yards
his freshman year, sat out 1984
due to a University-imposed suspension.
With BG leading 41-7, Story
closed the scoring with a sevenyard TO run.
"It was a good feeling to make
a contribution again," Story
said.
The Falcons and Central
Michigan are the only two undefeated teams in the MAC. CMU
defeated Kent State 21-17 Saturday. BG hosts the Chippewas in
two weeks.
Next week, BG travels to Ypsilanti, Mich., to face Eastern
Michigan.

Photo/Phil Masturzo
Bowling Green's Troy Dawson (88) a nd Melvin Marshall (5) converge on Western Michigan's Joe Glenn (24)
as Mike Foor (background) looks on BG beat the Broncos 48 7 In Kalamazoo to remain undefeated.

Spikers drop pair of MAC matches
by Tom SkemMtz
sports reporter

Bowling Green's Deb Hopkins (right), Lynne filbert (center) and Barb1"
Baker (left)try to block a Miami attack Saturday night in Anderson
Arena. BG lost to the Redskins in five games, dropping to sixth in the
conference.

Bowling Greens's road to volleyball respectibility in the MidAmerican Conference took a detour and the Falcons wound up
on the path to "Heartbreak
City" last weekend.
The detour came in the form
of Miami and Ball State, who
both edged out the Falcons in
five game matches in Anderson
Arena.
BG made valiant comebacks
in both matches to force fifth
games, only to lose with poor
play in the deciding games.
The films of Saturday night's
match against MU certaintly
won't please either coach. Both
teams had opportunities to assert themselves, but neither
squad could take control of the
match which featured two and
one-half hours of error-plagued
volleyball.
The majority of the problems
were self-inflicted in the form of
service errors. Both teams had
20 errant serves which didn't
6lease BG coach Denise Van de
'alle or Redskin coach Carolyn
Condit.
"It was definitely our worst
serve match of the year," Van
de Walle said.
Condit said the pressure of
serving affected both teams
throughout the match.
"ITS JUST like a free throw
in basketball," Condit said.
"You've got five seconds, a
thirty by thirty (foot) court, and
everyone is watching you.
There's a lot of pressure out
there.
When each team did get the
ball in play it was a seesaw
battle similar to many of BG's
matches this season. The only
difference was BG's killer instinct was missing.
After losing the first game 915, the Falcons fought the
Redskins evenly, winning the
second 15-13 and losing the third
by the same score.
BG's aggressive offense
showed up in the fourth game
with the Falcons winning 15-11.
Despite the momentum being
on BG's side for the fifth match,
the Falcons feU behind 0-5 and
never regained composure, losing 11-15.
Adding to the Falcons' miseries was the loss of 60 junior
Lisa Berardinelli. Berardinelli
sprained her ankle after landing
on setter Barb Baker in Friday
night's loss to BSU.

Berardinelli's presence was
sorely missed against the
Redskins. MU ran the middle
easily with strong play coming
from setter Lisa Dankovich and
the Tepe twins Wendy and
Kathy.
COUTNERATTACKING for
BG was sophomore Jo Lynn
Williamson, BG's answer to
Reggie Jackson. After striking
out against BSU the night before, Williamson rebounded to
hit several key shots against the
Redskins.
"Jo Lynn played tremendously," Van de Walle said.
"She single-handedly destroyed
Miami."
Unfortunately for BG (3-5, 50)
a one-woman team was not
enough to down MU (6-1,11-2).
Fnaay night's match broke as
many odds as it did hearts.
The Cardinals (2-4, 50)
tumped all over the surprised
'alcons, winning the first two
games 9-15, 12-15. BG didn't expect the strongest competition
from underdog BSU who displayed a very quick offense and
strong, blocking defense.
"In the first two games, I was
surprised they ran the middle
the way they did against us,"
Van de Wall said. ''We played
very sluggish."
Down 1-4 in the third game
when Berardinelli went out,
BSU looked as though they
would sweep the match in three.
But BG fought back without the
former MAC player of the week
to win games three and four 1512,15-10.
"IT SHOWED a lot of heart
and desire and maturity," Van
de Walk said. "They rallied
around the loss of Lisa."
Leading the BG comeback
was senior Debbie Hopkins,
sophomore Lynne Nlbert and
junior Alaine Emens.
Nibert played the dominant
role with the absence of Berardinelli and Cardinal shutdown of
Williamson. The 5-10 outside hitter finished with 13 kills and 15
digs.
HopkinsI was
i
tremendous with
a 18 kill. .366 attack percentage
and 21 dig performance. The BG
captain said she knew the Falcons could come from behind
with a little swing in momentum.
"I thought if we picked up a
few points we could gain momentum and win the thing,"
Hopkins said. "We went out
there not ready to play, but the
•See Volleyball, page 11.

Quiet Hunter
has big numbers
by Karl Smith
sports editor

KALAMAZOO, Mich. - The
play didn't exactly stand out
from many others in Bowling
Green's 48-7 victory over
Western Michigan.
Late in the first quarter, the
Falcons faced first and ten on
the Bronco 14. Brian McClure, to no one's surprise,
faded back to pass and found
Stan Hunter crossing behind
the defensive secondary.
Hunter pulled in the aerial,
broke two tackles and scampered into the end zone.
"I was happy about that
one," Hunter said. "It was a
simple play, a little hitch pattern, and I just tried to make
something happen and get
into the end zone."
That "simple play" etched
Hunter's name in the BG record books, tying him with
Jeff Groth for most touchdown receptions. Records are
nothing new to Hunter, who
recently broke the Mid-American Conference record for
receptions and is closing in on
the MAC yardage mark.
Hunter snared nine passes
for 122 yards and two touchdowns against WMU. Yet in
the context of the Falcons'
explosive offense and with
McClure gaining national
headlines, he is often overlooked. But the 6-foot-2, 183,
senior enjoys working with
such a talented cast.
"THE OTHER guys have
helped along the way," he
said. "We're always trying to
help each other with coverages. We challenge each
While Hunter has tried quietly to blend into BG's offensive scheme, and has
succeeded to a point, defensive coordinators cast
wary eyes on him. Usually,
this results in what BG head
coach Denny Stolz has called
"the greatest compliment to
a receiver," - double coverage.
Despite the multitude of
receivers McClure has to
work with, Hunter is often the
one who must shake not one,
but two defenders. This frees
other prospective targets but
creates more work for

Stan Hunter
Hunter.
"Sometimes it's frustrating
when someone else is open
and 1you have double coverage,' he said. "It's harder to
get open but that makes me
fry harder."
In addition to the attention
of opposing defenses. Hunter
has also gained some individual honors for his efforts.
Hunter received honorable
mention all-American ranking last year while gaining
all-MAC status as he finished
18th in the nation in receiving.
In '83, he was a second team
all-conference pick as the nation's 12th most productive
pass catcher.
WITH THOSE accomplishments, Stolz said he has come
to expect steady production
from Hunter.
"He's been the most consistent performer over four
years, it's been just unbelievable," he said.
Part of Hunter's success
lies in his communication
with McClure. The two have
played together since their
freshman year.
"Stan is such a smart receiver, he always seems to
get open," McClure said.
"We came in together as
freshmen and now we know
what's going on in each other's mind," Hunter said. "We
see what the defense is giving
us and if we're able to run this
or that play."
He pointed out another
play, which, like his record
breaker, probably doesn't
•See Hater, page 10.

MACtion
I Hunter

(Continued from page 9)
stand out from any other. It
resulted from McClure and
Hunter conferring.
"One play in the third quarter,
it was a seven yard gain," he
said. "It was halt coverage with
me and Greg (Meehan) on the
same side. I had an open field; I
just ran out a few yards, caught
the ball and started running."

Brian McClure's chase of
Doug Flutie's NCAA pasting
yardage record continued
with 252 yards against Western Michigan. McClure
moved up on the all-time list
to sixth, 466 yards behind
Mark Herrman of Purdue
(1977-80).

Flutle
McClure
Yards to lie

10,379
8,722
1,837

McClure needs to average
309.5 yards per game to tie
Flutie's mark.

Flutle

McClure

Because of plays like that and
Hunter's lofty numbers against
WMU, he may be quietly double
covered again next week against
Eastern Michigan.
stand out from any other. It
resulted from McClure and
Hunter conferring.
"One play in the third quarter,
it was a seven yard gain," he
said. "It was half coverage with
me and Greg (Meehan) on the
same side. I had an open field; I

just ran out a few yards, caught
the ball and started running.
Because of plays like that and
Hunter's lofty numbers against
WMU, he may be quietly double
covered again next week against
Eastern Michigan.
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University Theatre
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NEW ORIENTATION BOARD MEMBERS

CHARLEY'S AUNT

REG GOOLSBY
TOM CAHOON
EILEEN NAPLES
VALERIE DILIDDO
JANE NELSON
KATHY EKELMAN
BETH PERRY
MONTY ELAM
SARAH ROUSH
HEIDI GOERTZ
MOLLY SHULLER

October 3-5,10-12
Main Auditoruim
University Bail
SOSU, 0:00 p.m.
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Congratulations 1985-1986
B.G.S.U. Pommerettes
Captain: Marci Manna
Line Officer: Sherri Confer
Line Officer: Lisa Roach

Laurie Pickatl

Expires Oct. 30.
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OSTER
LOCATED AT 143 E. WOOSTER
UNDER THE BLUE CANOPY

"Just a short walk from campus.'

TAKE MILS 101
IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUT ARMY ROTC?
It's the perfect time.
You 're a freshman, right' And you want
to make college a real learning experience ?
Well ROTC can add a valuable
dimension to your college education. A
dimension of leadership and management training And that'll make your
degree worth more
ROTC offers scholarship and
financial opportunities, too
Plus, the opportunity to graduate
with a commission and
begin your future as an
officer.
For more information, contact your
Professor of Military
< Science.

BEALLYOU<

Contact
Capl. Dave Wolf
at
Dept. of
Military Science,
372-8880.

♦
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4 Tammi Dillhoff
4 Lori Holman
4 Evette Horton
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4 Lisa Hummer
4 Angela Jennes
4 Kelly Kill
4
4 Rachelle Kristof
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Margot McClellan
Trisha McCoy
Tammie Meyer
Diane Nilges
Michele Richards
Lisa Schimmdeller
Barb Seeger
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4
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Selling and Sales
Management Club
Is Proud To Announce
Executive Council
JIM KADAR
JON MANKE
KIMBERLY FASANELLI
SUSAN OLDS
PATTY M'GEE
BRIAN FOUST

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
TREASURER
SECRETARY
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS
CORPORATE FILE/LIBRARY
MEMBERSHIP/COMMUNICATIONS
SPEAKER/FIELD TRIPS
INTERNSHIP/SHADOW
FUND RAISING
ALUMNI RELATIONS
MARATHON

JENNIE ORIANS
SUE DUNCAN
CHRIS CUNNINGHAM
LORI SISK
PAM PENCE

MATT RYDER & BRAD LONG
DAVE HANCY & DEBBIE WHALEN $

ADVISORS
DR. MARK L BENNION

DR. JAMES S. WEST

NEXT MEETING
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1985

TOWNE ROOM, UNION
7:00 p.m.
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Harriers impressive in meets
by Jeff McSheiry
sports reporter

BG's womens' cross country
team Isn't real sure what happened this weekend, but the men
harriers know exactly where
they stand.
The fact is that the women
haven't been notified of the final
standings from the Indiana In vitattonaTlast weekend. The men,
however, finished a strong
fourth at the Notre Dame Invitational.
According to Sid Sink, coach
of both BG squads, the delay in
the womens' standings was due
to a mizup by the meet officials.
The tentative results have the
Falcon women placed fifth out of
19 teams.
"This was a very, very good
meet for the women," Sink said.
"This was our first meet of the
with national caliber
The stiff competition the
women faced included teams
from the Southeastern Conference, Big 10, Big Eight, not to
mention the Mid-American Conference. The preliminary standings had Kentucky finishing
first, followed by Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, and BG.
"this meet was a confidence
builder for the future," Sink
said. "This race will definitely
help us when we face strong
teams like this in the district
qualifier."
SARA COLLAS, who has been
constistently outstanding this

year for BG, turned in yet another fine performance by finishing seventh out of
approximately 190 runners with
a time of 17:S5. Sue Schroeder of
IJM won the individual title with
a time of 16:55. Other BG finishers included Racbelle Curran
in 35th, Jill Soster in 39th, and a
surprising 59th place by Suzie
"I was happy with the way I
ran," Collas said. "I was not
intimidated by the other runners
and the meet was really fun
even though I felt the course was
a litle slow."
Sink noted that the course was
indeed tough because of the billy
terrain and the rough footing.
The harrier coach did, however,
feel that his squad could have
done better at Bloomington.
"We came out a little too slow
at the beginning of the race,"
Sink said. 'We may have been a
little tentative because of the
strength of our competition."
The Falcon men, who have
been struggling this year, came
away withtheir 5th place finish
at a traditionally strong Notre
Dame Invitational which fielded
16 teams.
"I'M VERY encouraged by
this meet," Sink said. '* think
we're ready to come together."
The togetherness Sink spoke
of has evaded the men because
they have not been healthy. The
virus that has been spreading
through the university has
greatly affected his team's performance by keeping some of his

Photo/Phil Masturzo

In your face

Bowling Green senior defensive tackle Vlnce Vlllanucci (44) grabs hold of anything he can as he struggles to
get past Western Michigan's Sam Culbert during Saturday's contest. The Falcons spoiled WMU's homecoming,
shutting out the Broncos for well over three and one-half quarters and eventually winning 48-7. Vlllanucci
had four tackles including a quarterback sack as BG held WMU to 262 offensive yards.

season, after he averaged 5.5
points and 6.2 rebounds in his
rookie year.
An exceptional leaper, the
1984 first-round draft choice
from Rutgers has finished sixth
in the league in blocked shots
during both his professional seasons.
"I need to improve my rebounding and defense. I Just
have to oe more aggressive rebounding, and on defense, I have
to push my man a little more. I
want to be a more physical
Silayer, but mostly a better deensive player," Hinson said.

CHfCK OUT

OUR MANY
NEW
RELEASES
((•

"Our men may have also suffered because our workouts this
past week," Sinksaid. "We've
been getting a little faster and
cutting down on our mileage in
practice, they might have been a
little heavy-legged."
This weekend the men and
women will be traveling to Columbus to compete in the Ohio
Intercollegiate meet

Volleyball

Hinson ready
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) Cleveland Cavaliers' forward
Roy Hinson isn't ready to speculate on when he might develop
into a legitimate National Basketball Association star.
"Ask me about that when I
have more positive things to say
about my game," Hinson said.
It's not that Hinson. 6-foot-8
and 24 years old, lacks confidence. He simply follows a work
ethic that demands constant improvement of him.
That desire to excel pushed
Hinson to a 15.8 scoring average
and 7.8 rebounds per game last

runners out of the meets.
The final standings had Edinboro first with 91 points, followed by Eastern Michigan 103,
South Dakota State 145, and BG
159.
"This meet helped us sort of
avenge our losses to OSU and
Marshall," Sink said. "We also
beat some perennial powerhouses at South Bend."
The individual winner of the
meet was Chris Brewster of UM
who completed the five mile
course in 24:15. Tom Franek,
who has been in the BG's front
pack of runners all year, was
14th in 25:31. He was f olio wed by
Dave Mora and Todd Nichols
who finished 25th and 30th, respectively.
"I was pleased with our
team's finish," Sink said. "The
majority of our team did not run
up to par, however."
THE WEATHER was a major
stumbling block f or BG and the
rest of the teams. The normally
fast course at South Bend was
hampered by the chilly climate
and rainy conditions.

(continued from page 9)
team seemed to snap out of it"
But the odds were to be blown
away again as the Cardinals,
behind sophomore Arzu Calls' 12
kills and 15 digs, won their first
five game match in two years 915.
"WE WANTED to win this one
so bad," Calis said. "We've lost
so many five game matches."
The Falcons sights are now set
on Toledo where they travel
tonight to face the Rockets.
Van de Walle and the players
main concern is txaWorming
the hard fought losses into a
positive attitude instead of a
negative
one.
,Y
I don't know how it will affect
us," Van de Walle said. "I hope
there is no negative affect.

Barney's
*
Video

WeCo

^

Both Beta

a dVHS

^

C olloc t 1 slor ■, and get FREE move '

•>■)«)*)•

5 £££&

Now receive $5.00 off
membership with this ad
>,

itjm.iMi.it., s.o. m M«I

PI22A

BROTHERS, inc.
Horn* of the Foldovrrl

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time.The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the
largest corporate data processing facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light State
Farm is one of America's leading
insurance companies. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art

data processing equipment You'll
go as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today.
Or visit the State Farm Recruiter. Our representative will
10-18-85
be on campus.

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Horn* Office* Koominaton. mmoii An Equal Opportunity Employe

I CAN'T BELIEVE YOU STILL
HAVE NOT TRIED
PIZZA BROTHERS BUFFETI
Every Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Saturday from
4 to 10. Sample our famous
Foldover and Italian Pizzas.
ALL YOU CAN EAT ONLY $3.79
Bring IhH od for on* fr**pop. din* In only and Tuesday only!

■

Classifieds
OCMW 8. 1 »8b
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Found fling. Founder s parking lot
Cat 3846227 to IdenHy

CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS
Aeeoc lor Career Women
Form* Ueeeng Ocl 8. 7 30 «i 115 BA
WendM Booth olj C Penney «• apeak
on Irearvleelno a nteang
AUK finlii Day Voajmeer *
Vsssrea Tow Qatslei:
Tnw>a »mim» » w»o». oci t »t Mt
eum Tnuredey. Oct 10 «1*0 p-m. ki MoFafl
Ammef, Boom, or Thursday, Ocl 10 at1:00
ML ki 121 IM He*. PIMM attend Ik* m
■UN Ml as assst OMIMIMK lor no*.
BQSO SKATWQ ClUB
TOWGHTSej 10 p.m.
ICE ARENA
F«M SorlM Rush r«*eta $2
SM DM BMUX Am I no. no proMoro pane trio
h no world today, uelebie«ng the* 30tn
anniversary Thursday. Oclobor lOstSpm. In
Kobackor HH. MMAC Rush TIcW*) go on aHa
at 7.45 p.m. the owning of tho porformmco
hUva »2 issdy and your BOSU O

"r you CAN move THBU'S A OOO, THEN
l-U BELIEVE M MM". HAVe* YOU'VE SAID
THAT MFOM OR HEARD IT FROM OTHERS.
Mm aloOOV/EU tET OUT TO OMPROVE
THE CHRISTIAN FAITH IN THE SAME WAV
HE WOW.0 DISPROVE A CASE IN AN AMERICAN COURTROOM. BUT m THE END CAME
TO SOME VERY INTERESTING CONCLUSION*. CHECK OUT THE EVIDENCE FOR
YOURSELF M "A SKEPTIC'S QUEST" AT
'COLLEGE LIFE'. THIS THURSOAY, 740
P.M., 3rd FIR. UNION. ALUMNI ROOM. SPONSORED BY CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
FREE ADMISSION.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINEM"""
ASSOCIATION
TMrd Formal MMhng Tuaaday, Octeber I.
7:w pas. Assembly Room. 212 McFai Cantar
Owl Speeken Or JamM Chad, Chatrran ol
Ha Board. Hanoor mc "Muklnallonil eu»rtaai Ethic. Silicud Caaaa". IB A mambara: Laat chanca to pay your duM IS20/yaar|
1 raoaM your I B A ID cardl Join tho fasteetgioalwg dub on campus
"Tha WarU's Baakisss Is Our Business"
RAQUETBALL CLUB MEETING
Wad . Ocl R. 8 45 p.m.
SPC. m fronl ol Archary Room
STUDENT CflGANIZATrONS
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Saturday. November 2
9 am — 4 pm
University Umon
REGISTER NOW
405 Sludem SarvKM
S3 00 par paraon
S.O.S.W.
Studant Organization ol Social Workers wB
maat Tuaaday Sept 8 M 8 00 in Room 106
Hayes lor those tl tha helping profession Oat
snowed.
UOAI If you ere intersaled n the atderfy or
gerontology, come to the Undergraduate Geromologlcsl Asaoc meeting on Wad.. Oct. 9
at 8:30 pm In 102 Henna Hal Everyone

LOST: CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY BOOK BY SCHENK ITS A LARGE BLUE
BOOK. AND VERY WPORTANT f FOUND
CALL 362-13*5 OR DROP OFF IN QEOLOQY
OEPT OFFICE

RIDES

CONORATULATION8 KAPPA DELTAS ON
YOUR PANHEL SCHOLARSMP AWARDS!
-Tie ear most Improved Chapter OPA
-ard Oaarak OPA
SPECIAL CONGRATULATIONS TO SUE

LAURtEM.PLEASE. DO aWMaTTHaW ABOUT THAT
''•HADOW" YOU ALWAYS SEEM TO HAVE
LSIBEIMIO AtaJUNO YOUII -HA. HA. HA-

SERVICES OFFERED

Congrskaasnna to ma DQ'a end SAE's tor a
kein.se |ob on Greek Review Your Greek
pride and apt! reefy showed Way to go!

RESUMES AMD COVER LETTERS
profsieronet/ written lor M Howe
Vary rsMonapts 362-3744

CONNIE BLANKSCHAEN
I HOPE YOUR BIRTHDAY WAS THE GREAT
ESTI YOU'RE A SUPER ROOMMATE!

PERSONALS

DAVE - Thank* tor the baauMul Sowers, for
bang so understanckvj t tor |uat being you!
lave. Laurie

ATTTTUOE ADJUSTMENT NIGHT
You always gat changa baok
kom your doaa- on TuaarJaya
Mi drinks - SOLatMt danca vWeos
MAM ST.
3523703

ATTN. BOSU TOUR OUOES (ACRONYM FOR
TOURsTFrC PEOPLE*
•LEAK REMEMBER OUR MANDATORY PREVIEW DAY TRAINING MEETINGS ON:
Ocl. Mi, 5 p.m. - McF.il Assembly Room
Oat 10th. 1 p.m. - McFsH Assembly Roam
Oat. 10th. I p.m. - 121 Waal Hal
YOU ONLY MUST ATTEND OWE
AiSayang.
I wa always love you. May our paths maat again
someday Always be you; Mr. cool daring.
-RQ2BETASI
You are el superl Wa had an eiicsasnl time.
hope you dk) tool Love 1 lots ol ameee.
Sherd » Sarah

urea Nancy Snach
I am so gtod you're my enrol unit' You're so
cute and so preppy! Love Ya!
Alpha Pea Leva. Bkj Mai
Maureen (My Ivy Linker),
Congrsts on your engagement
Beet of Luck! - Amy

Jeans N Things. 531 Ridge
Open tonight a 8:00 p m

P£ DOING THAI
A SLXKERATHE RE'n- OF MV

CWSE WLL \UfE, SO I MGHT
BE COMPETING AS WELL START
AGAINST Mv / NOW BESIDES
CUSTOMERS. / I MIGHT KVN
FOR PRESIDENT
SOMEDAff

JOIN THE ATHLETrC BANO
ORGANBATIONAL MEETING
MONDAY, OCT 28, 8:18 p.m.
Room 1012. MUSICAL ARTS CENTER
Stop by Room 1010 MMAC Buadkvj or eel
372-2188 Brass players eapackary needed
Croat s eaafiis

J
|
f
*
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*•
J
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*
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.Classified InformationMail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible for postal service delays)

«0aj la

I

■ Apt. for Spring
Ctoee lo campue. Ridge St, si you pay la gas
From 1-4 people Cel 364-7171

S147 as/month
616
Second Street Cel 352-5820 for Information

WANTED
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE APARTMENT NOW ANO/OR SPRING
SEMESTER! CALL SANOY 363-2308
2 rkknsJe roornmatoe to SUOISMS 2 story
house on 2nd St. Ctoae to campus, private
bonne . tow rent Cat Diane or Janet at 3628809 tor more feduliisuion.
niirJH to saWaaas apanV
semeeter. CaH Mery

HELP WANTED

f/sTMBBJl,

Need krvnsrkskir,' DoormarVBarterWer Mr
BokavjlM 803 S Mam Street. 382-8737. ask
for Omar
U.S.

PREPAREi

Govt ICM Savin) poattka m m
Ak Traffic Control Spadst* NOR
tkii 2,000 opcala|S nitioniiuY
Tattt defoatt STiedakka. rTtsOK
ana •** tuftkal rnirefBOit bar
As pkti pad ncetiofrt. EstyM
asakast) wal start at $17,824 pa
ym »»d aald iik»nct to « osdi
■ 145,000 pa yeir. Avutk* apotact lot iKasury. H sfkOeri yon
tril be B-wl « Govt apm*.
Afsaetk tea mxaral 3 ytt faaBil
awk tv>. ot 4 yrs. cofegt or cotabr
faaka. Sod yoml latat, aTjuTOI 00
poasanl befm Nov. 30, 1985 lo:
FAA. AAC-80/276, Boi 26650,
Oil-oMCity, OK 73116. E0€.

MCAT

f

J
*
j
*
*
»
*
4.
*
J

J i__ EDUCATIONAL
01 ■ CENTER LTD.

1
2
1
1
'A

large eggplant
tablespoons olive oil
small onion, finely chopped
dove garlic, minced
cup raw green pepper, finely
chopped
1 v* tablespoons lemon juice
coarsely ground pepper
Slice eggplant in half and rub with!
1 tablespoon of tha oil. Place halves
cut side down on baking pan.
Broil on middle rack ol oven for
20 to 25 minutes, or until eggplant
is quite soft. Cool slightly. Scoop ou
pulp and mash well with fork.
Saute onion and garlic in remaining oil until brown. Stir into eggplant
pulp with remaining ingredients.
Chill for 2 or 3 hours. Sprinkle with
chopped parsley and serve with
bread rounds or toast.
Yield: about 2'h cups
Approx. cal/serv.: Vi cup = 75
1 Tablespoon = 10
Mean Healthy Recipes are from the Third
Edition of the American Heart Association
Cookbook Copyrtgfit C 1973,1975, 1979 by
American Heart Association. Inc

mi mr-AftAriOM sPKiAtisn sasci 1*30
Coll Doys.

EVM

* Weekends

3550 Secor Road
Toledo, OH 43606

(419) 536-3701
■a, .«-—. slw .— ,1-a..
OUTUW H * 1IATI CAU I0U (W «D 721 i'«

JAsf.JAIflkJA4l.JAJS * *♦* * * ¥**

RATES: per ad are 60' per line. $1 80 minimum
50' extra per ad tor botd type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

FOR RENT

LAMBDA CM ALPHA TUCK-IN SERVICE
BEST TUCKING FRATERNITY AROUND
FOR ORDERS CALL 352-4035

AVIATION CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

* Affey

* a True You Can Buy Jeepa tor S44 through
the US government? Gel the facts looey1 Cel
1-312-748-1142 Ext. 17B4.

FOR SALE 78 PHTO-FORO. NEEDS ENGINE
WORK MAKE OFFER 353-9302

Jen Shaffer and Joe Adams
Have ya «er? Can ya breathe?
Love. Suzanne

INTEGRITV V BESIDES, I K)
IS SO DAMN,) CHEATED ONCE
BAD FOR /IN HrOrrSCHOOL.
BUSINESS I AND rt GAVE ME

1974 Comet, good conrJMon
make any offer
362 2322. evening

MALE DANCER, wsrhng by the phone lo heer
from you. I want to donee tor your party,
Birthday, or srnae-group gathering Invite Mel
For more Into cat 372-1084.
SREWARDS
For return of 18 toon gold oham
Lost 3rd week ol school
• 384-8509

To al ol the Lambda Cms
Rush WM greet and eo are al of you.
Thanks for totting ua be a part of ■ H.
Looking forward to a super year!
Love ya! Jody, Jennie, and La serins

*

Order before Oct
makeover FREE

'77 Audi 4 apaed — new t»M. exheuet AC
Mereo. tune uo - Si 500 or beat offer - eel
352-4287.

2 bedroom apartment lor rerrt. plenty ot room
I cat 354-3533 lor Infotmatan.

THOM STEVENSON- CONGRATULATIONS A
LITTLE LATE ON GOING ACTTVE ANO GOOD
LUCK WITH YOUR NEW JOB!
STEVE UNCAPHER- WELCOME TO THE
FAMILY ANO GOOD LUCK WITH PLEDGING!
YOUR ALPHA SM BIO. DAN O'

\.T5aniiuTr:

FOnSALE
IBBI Chevy CTIsBea
After 6r00 p m. weekdeyi
Cat 372-&300 or 372-2887
AsktorLee

'81 VW RabM V, 5 apaed. •unroot, radio.
S3000 00 Cel 362-8348 TUM or Wed only
aa* a.

•oast L trnkk Welcome to the fsmtyl
FACE. BEAN. SLAM NUKER. ?
The Phoenix TakM Fsght
Alpha Sigma Phi

1
J

For Safe '74 Mercury Montego New bettery
and Uma. tak condaUn. pnee negotieble. oaa
SSS-IS66.

WAYNE-O,
I'M got a brand new oak of hendcwrla.
CM me H you Imd your whtol
B'R'A'T

HEYI CLAfeENT PLAYERS ANO Aa
FORMER HIGH SCHOOL BAND MEMBERS
Jo*> a University Concert Band lor
Spring Semeeter Cat 372-2188. or
atop by the Band Office (Room 1010 Musical Arts Center |
Croat a Seattle

RUSH RUSH RUSH
Alpha Sigma PM
LH' Sfaaea
Taaiohl 7:I0*>0

"KAPPA KORUS GKLS". PHI DELTS, t
THETACHTS
THANKS FOR MAKING GREEK WEEK SO
MUCH FUNI! EVERYONE WAS EXCELLENT.
JUST THINK HOW THaNGS WOULCVE
TURNED OUT IF WE WOULDVE BEEN ABLE
TO DO OUR WHOLE ROUTXEI
TRI8H

886-3251

FOR SALE: BOSU WATCHES DS3ITAL.
STARLESS STEEL BACKS ANO TWISTOFLEX
BANDS. ONLVS6.00. COX 353-1411

Ladtos. ALOETTE la
10 end receive a
I 372-8448

PM Daks. KKQ'a and Theta Cl>
I want you as to know how much I apprecene
the kme sod effort you put Into our routine You
were MARVELOUS and I was vary proud to be
dancing wah the beetl Love. Keeey

JANET. SO GLAD THAT YOU DECIDED TO BE
A VOLUNTEER TOUR GUaDE FOR PREVIEW
DAY ON OCT. 1 ath. LAST YEAR CHRIS AND I
HAD A LOT OF FUN AND GOT TO MEET A
LOT OF NEW PEOPLE.
- CAN'T WATT UNTIL THE 1tth. MARK
PS. DON'T FORGET THE TPJUWNO MEETINGS ON OCT. t — S.-O0 P.M., OCL 1* — 1
p.m. IN McFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM, ON OCT.
10th - ■ p.m. IN 121 WEST HALL DON'T
WORRY JANET, YOU ONLY HAVE TO ATTEND ONE MEETINO IN ORDER TO BE A
VOLUNTEER OUaDE.
___

FOR SALE

CAUM WE AREN'T BOBM TO GIVE YOU
GUYS A BREAKII

O.S.E.A.
O.S.E.A.
O.S.E.A.
JOIN US'

M MENS X COUNTRY ENTRIES DUE TUE ,
OCT. 8 BY 4 00 PM AT 108 REC CENTER.
EVENT TAKES PLACE FRI . OCT. 11

waL.-fOVREWL

r"TheBGNews"

HutTe Uaad FurnsUre. Rudolph
Open 8-8 Moodey-Fnaey

We Went You'
410 Education

Hot PreUels a
Freeh Baked CooklM
J.T.'a Canyout, 405 ThursBn

M FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY ENTRIES DUE
THUR.. OCT. 10 BY 4:00 P.M. AT 108 REC
CENTER PLAY BEGINS SUN . OCT 13

B G PRO MEETING
TOMOHT
7:30 P.M. 207 Henna Hal
QUEST SPEAKER. Greg Qotrum

TO THE OMLS OF IBS AGO
COULD YOU BE MkaStNG YOUR ROOM KEY
YOU TrIOUOHT YOU WERE PRETTY NEAT
BUT JUST REMEMBER WE HAVEN'T
BEEN BEAT
OBTTTIM YOUR KEY BACK WM.I
BE NO SNAP
BO "SWEAT" WE SUGGEST YOU
TAKE A LONG NAPI
"EXOT" ANOTHER BALAD YOU

Ohio Student
Education

-Haas Shirley? Are you done playing with
rubber sharks? Ok uh uhm bye, byef

BS3JOOYI LOVE YOUI LOOKING FORWARD TO MANY
GREAT TkAESI - LOVE, UL AMY

Do you know wham your favorite aw—ear la?

SSSSSSWANTEDSSSSM
Travel aiiltaaal—ts to loan the nation, moat
reputable Campue Rep Sake Team. Earn
urarnaeo oomrrMaalone and FrM tripe promoting
SH S Beech Irtpa. CM 8LMCHASE TOURS.
WC Tooayl I-SOO-32I-6SI1

Fonaw SAE ante era's and at SAI's. It's
been too longl Time for a reunion! Meet .1
Mark's Thur.. Oct. 10 at 0:00 tor ■ super
reunion! SM ya there!

IM FLAG FOOTBALL ENTRCS DUE WED..
OCT. 9 BY 4:00 PA AT 108 REC CENTER.
PLAY BEGINS MON . OCT. 14 FOR BOTH
MEN AND WOMEN

MG PAULA BROOKS
I thought I heard you aey never give your heart
sway, and It's beat to be free — Wal. congratu
Batons on your engagement to Rtoardo. I'm
happy for you. Isn't love great?
lone, UT Amanda

To Alpha PM Ondy. Daraas and Micheee.
I'm so exceed that the hunt went so wal.
CauM when It came to the and and
I go my MM due.
I waa so vary happy to OM af of you!!
Now I'm a new member of the beat tamey
And even more proud to be an Alpha PM
Lota of Love, LT Kan
To my Alpha XI Pledge Pal Your "BUBBLY"
personalty a always "UKLY" to make ma
amas! Thank, your Alpha X Pledge Pal

LSAT • MCAT • GMAT ■ ORE
NTE * CPA REVEW ■ NCLEX
STANLEY KAPLAN ED CENTER
NO. 1 M TEST PREPARATION
(410) 638-3701 TOLEDO

ATTTTUOE ADJUSTMENT NIGHT
You sfwsys gel change back
kom your doasr on Tuesdays
wet ohnka - 60"
I
MAIN ST
352-3703

DELTA ZETA
WESTERN WINO-m
DELTA ZETA
WESTERN WIND
__^
YEEHAIII
DO YOU KNOW..
When of Via toeowmg comerjens is s BOSU
Alumnus?
A RedSkeaon
C EM Cosby
B. Joe E. Brown
D. Tan Corrway
Welch for tha anawar In tomorrowe papar!

BETH WaJJAMS 1 MARY PANTHANAII
HERE'S TO TWO OF MY CLOSEST AND
MOST FUN FMENOSI I'M SO GLAD TO HAVE
YOUI -Trfcai

TMAT9 RIGHT \N0- TM TOO
ONH fcE OC»;\YOUNO TO
ABOUT (T I OsVT) START
HANG AROUND / LOOKING
IN ONt PLACE I OVER Wi
FOR TOO IfiNG A SHOULDER

LBM TaMrtngton:
Cong)atiaaHiyis on going acttve! I hops you
ereoyad tea week: now that you're active
maybe II "hand you down" one of my 1" Stock
Book entnee
Alpha Dal Leva, Bkj Mian as

DEE ZEES - GET PSYCHED FOR WESTERN
WMO-M. WE'LL BE PLAYM' M THE HAY AND
DANOW UNDER THE STARS!

ABANQB
DARE TO BET ME AGAIN'
TRY ME

DO Kidnap Is Uat around the oomer
Ya>

LT AJ1Y MwQRATH—
I em so heppy you ere my RHei Looking torwsrd
to many good amas togearen LUY ya. Jody
L>M

■•'OESWEANO JOOV"
Inspiration wesk • Unsay here
No more neophyte, activation a) near
LMt week we el got IM too
Looks ate we heve some celebrating lo do
Can! wait ■ Friday! |k> 7 kegs enough?)
CONGRATULATIONS!
Love, your other rrxmmate — The Alpha Gam

B^^^sy^^^^^T^^
atPefNccXtou rtcn i ct\N
SPKIAL TWA JUST BIN AN
FOR ONe ON) EXAM INSTEAD
HWORV
/.Of Hl/OWC.' .
[XPrl KPfi Jr^
,r-<

ICHOLAPMWP CHAIRMAN.

WAT TO HO KDSI

CHO CONGRATS
to Urn Hormai - Panhet Expansion Chairman
Were behnd you al ms way!

Lost: Levi red tag lean lacket at Brathaus Friday
right S2S reward No questions asked
I CM 372-3451.

Karen Waeton
Cortgraajaeona on your moons with Greek
Review' Wa never could <*m done It without
your hard work and crasatHty Way to celebrate
Thursday night'
Love. Your DM QM Staters

auummo —

WANTED: PEOPLE TO ADOPT GRANDPARENTS! CALL TERRY: 372-5541 OR ELLEN:
352-2203 ALL WELCOME)I

LOST AND FOUND

CM3RATULATIONS WtaNERS OF SIGMA NU
CAR STUFF:
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
SPeeT: AX0
HONORABLE MENTION (3PWT): PHI MU

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
r diird b> Trade Michel Jaffe

PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals

ACROSS
Less
Hack
Abba o< is'aei
Coin pie (•
Doctors Ofg
Poisouice
Adriatic seaport
Arrest
and
tei-mmer
19
three men m
1
6
9
13
14
15
16
17
18

NOTICE: The News will not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please
come to 214 West Halt immediately it there is an error in your ad. The news will not b*>
responsible tor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

20 Town in
Lombardy
23 Toronto sprov
24 Keais observe
lion on an urn
27 Arthur or l_•ilia?
29 Equal Comh
lOtm
30 Dobom s tare
31 Per formed
33 Small nolch
36 —— et mon
droil
British mono
40 John Locke
concept wiin
51 Across
43 Napoleonic
de'eat site
44 Concept
Comb lo»m
45 Hoopstei
Giimore
46 Prompt
48 Typeo' iron
50 Auction ending
5i See 40 Across
57 Caviar
58 Lake near
Syracuse
59 Co*nelia
Sinner
62 March date
64 Consume
65 Balkan region
67 Cuban com
68 Saul)
Mane
69 Radiator
70 Pungor luge
71 Curve
72 La Paz
backdrop

Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #_
(For otang purposes onty)
i print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
Lost 4 Found
Rides
Services Ottered

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

Personals
'Campus/City Event ads are pubsshed free of charge tor one day for a non-profit event or meeting only.
Dates of Insertion .

Total number of days .

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West HaH BOSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

DOWN
1 Julep
ingredient

!

2 Gave
substance lo
an idea
3 Queen ot
Thebes
4 Service letters
5 Dick
6 Shrewd
7 Violin make*
6 Htadwear for
grandma5
9 ike s command
10 Marshy .niel
ii
vou Glad
You re You9
12 Poles place
13 Air traffic
regulator
Abbr
21 Made amends

22

38 Singer Adams
39 UN mefnbei
41 Their hearts
Deal m 34
lime9
42 Gully m Alnca
47 Numero —
49 Dame
Christie
51 Journeys
52 Aipme sound

53 Delia o< song
54 William Butler
55 Takes the ban
56 Defense
acronym
60 FroSIS
61 Sunday talk
Abbr
63 Turf
66 Coop resident

Win $1,000!
100 Prizes!

loss

1

1

1

* r"

»
"

r

«

i

M

"

H

H

II

Poetry
Contest
A $1,000 (rand prize is being offered in World of Poetry's exciting
new poetry contest, open to all
students There arc 100 prizes in all
Beginners welcome' For a FREE list
of rules and pnzei, wnte —

1

11

.1

'»

kinko'i

Oraat oxtm. Ormnotom.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

iconlused.
25 Assistant
26 U S painter
Albert
Pmkham
27 Bellow
26 Sound from the
hins
32 Author Jong
34 Anger
35 Shuttered
37 Without a wilt

I"

let Kinko's haip organize and
distributa your supplementary
dots materials this term.

If/

1U

It

rn

H
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n
»'
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P/aasa print..
1)
Aee-M

V
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R
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2431 Stockton, Dspt. CS
Sacramenlo.CA. 95*17
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WORLD or POCTHY

BJ

H

E ISM I •■ 4a|rtM ^^mm t*M

"
Cily

■

Slai*

necooa

